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WallStreetDemands Union Busting, 1945 - 47 Style 

Credit Shutoff In Western Euro'pe 

April 3 (IPS)-The critical March 31 international debt 
rollover deadline arrived with no institutional International 
Development Bank-type solution to the worldwide monetary 
and economic collapse in place or on the verge of being im
plemented. The barring of the total financial and political 
bankruptcy of U.S .  and Western European AtIanticist forces 
has impelled them to launch a crash effort for open fascist 
austerity and police state regimes throughout the advanced 
sector. 

The rapid transformation of the contino us international 
monetary crisis into a full-scale social crisis and political 
class confrontation was made official at the end of the 
European Economic Com munity (EEC)  sum mit in 
Luxembourg. 

Speaking for Wall Street bankers at the EEC summit 
yesterday, West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt 
demanded brutal wage cuts and a European-wide clamp
down on credit. If implemented, Schmidt's formula will 
immediately plunge Western Europe into the horrors of the 
1 945-47 pre-Marshall Plan period . 

The sharpness of Schmidt's words reflects the AtIanticist's 
fear that the imminent collapse of the dollar empire leaves 
no room for tinkering with any international or regional 
monetary patchwork arrangements. Schmidt instructed his 
EEC colleagues, "There is no alternative to economic 
discipline . "  His brute-force prescription laid out four 
"disciplines" as prerequisites for any West German finan
cial assistance: European governments were to enforce 
vigorous policies on (a) the volume of money and credit, (b) 
the costs of production, (c)  budget deficits including wages, 
and (d) the balance of payments. 

"Bust Unions, Break Strikes" 
The austerity now, slave-labor full employment later 

tactical turn in Wall Street policy for Europe outlined by Sch
midt at Luxembourg becomes effective immediately. In the 
United States,  the push to bust unions, in general ,  and 
municipal unions, in particular, is in full swing. There is an 
open assault on worker's pension funds, unemployment in
surance, and social security payments. Wage-gouging is the 
norm_ New York's Emergency Finance Control Board has 
still to accept a teacher's union contract negotiated earlier 
this year. 

An aid to Emergency Finance Control Board chairman 
Felix Rohatyn , in an unusally frank interview March 3 1 ,  
divulged the untarnished view of  Fel ix  " the Fixer" on the 
present conjuncture : 

"We don't have a monetary system . . . .  The only way 

available under the circumstances is confrontation with 
labor. We've no choice. Specifically on the U .S .  we've got no 
choice but to bust unions and break strikes . . .  You are right 
about a worker upsurge and mass strikes . . .  but we've no 
choice. " 

More than anything else ,  events i m mediately leading up to 
the March 31 payments deadline impressed the New York 
bankers with the vulnerabi lity of the dollar and the the dollar 
sector banking structure to a panic collapse.  

The Plan That Failed 
To guarantee Western Europe's $90 billion debt overhang, 

the AtIanticist financial houses demanded 1 5  to 30 per cent 
devaluations of the currencies of debtor nations. Starting 
with the Jan. 21 run against the Italian lira , and culminating 
with the forced devaluation of the French franc March 15 ,  the 
New York financiers stage managed a series of currency 
crises.  The effect of these devaluations is to force up the cost 
of iplported consumption goods and raw materials in the 
victim country as an austerity measure . 

When the Western European central banks stood together 
last week and refused to let this " realignment" of the 
European currency system continue , the banks determined 
to push through their policy with raw financial muscle. At 
this point, the West German Bundesbank, to avoid the 
obliteration of that country's export markets in Europe, 
threw its weight to the side of the French, Belgian, and 
Danish currencies, forcing Wall Street to retreat. 

Having crippled the dollar, Europe must consider how to 
avoid the financial collapse of Western E urope and fascism. 
Consistently. the Bundesbank and other Eutopean central 
institutions have rejected U .S .  demands to employ the West 
German mark as an "international reserve currency" to 
finance Western Europe. In plain terms, the Atlanticists 
advised the West Germans to use their currency reserves, 
s wollen through inflows of unwanted U . S .  dollars, to pay the 
cost of servicing the debt of France, Britain, Italy, and other 
European countries. 

Who Paid for March 31 
Following a sequence of events that m ight have occurred in 

a Monte Carlo gambling casino, the U .S .  banks and cor
porations will finish this week with a $5 to $10 billion 
speculative loss. On paper, this gives Western Europe a 
margin of breathing room through the quarterly payments 
deadline - but no respite from fascist looting of industry and 
lives. Without a political follow-up the Europeans have, at 
best. postponed the worst of the crisis for a few weeks -
perhaps only a few days. The underlying cause of the 



European payments cris is ,  the collapse of Europe ' s  export 
markets ,  is continuously worsening as the Atlanticists 
continue their drive for more austerity. ( see next section) 

To force devaluations on the unwilling Europeans, U.S . 
corporations dumped European currencies on the open 
market to drive down their parities against the U . S. dollar 
and West German mark. When the Belgian, French, and 
other central banks responded by matching every sale of 
their  currencies with a purchase, the corporations and banks 
began to borrow all the European currencies they could get 
their hands on for immediate sale. 

By last weekend, the U . S. banks and corporations had 
borrowed over a hundred billion dollars worth of Belgian 
francs, Danish kroner, and other weaker currencies, and 
dumped them in the open market - without succeeding in 
forcing devaluation. Interest costs on these " short positions" 
ran to $10  million per day for the New York banks alone : in 
the speculative hysteria, the banks bid up interest rates on 
French and Belgian francs to annual rates of several hun
dred per cent. 

When the Bundesbank circulated its warning that 
speculators would lose their shirts over the weekend, the 
banks found themselves b i l lions of dollars short of the 
European currencies they owed, and unable to sustain the 
immense costs of speculating. They were forced to borrow 
funds in European currencies on a s lightly longer-term basis 
to cover themselves and take their losses . But this enabled 
European cop orations who could not raise dollars to make 
their March 31  payments with their own national currencies, 
which were lent out at high interestto the New York banks! 

Seen from the trading floor of the foreign exchange 
market, the war of paper disguises a much deeper problem : 
Europe's  trade is in a state of collapse, and E urope 's  debtors 
have obtained no more than one month ' s  refinancing. Certain 
New York financial spokesmen are predicting, somewhat 
tremulously, that the European collapse they planned has 
merely been postponed until the end of April .  

"Social Welfare 
Not satisfied with the current rate of devastation of 

European and U.S .  industry and wage-gouging ( see ac
companying brief on economic lapse ) ,  the Atlanticists are 
demanding "social welfare" as a must merely to allow them 
to muddle through from crisis to cris is .  

New Attack 
The Wall Street banks had therefore by no means "un

wound" the many bi l l ions of dollars they had tied up in 
speculation prior to March 3l. So late this week they were at 
it again attempting to break the European joint float, the so
called European Snake by forcing devaluation of one or more 
of its weaker currencies.  With the collusion of the NATO
controlled Bank of England. Wall Street engineered a run on 
one of its favorite patsies, the British pound sterling. Though 
the pound exists outside the float, the strategy of Wall  
Street was to use a sharp drop in sterling to precip itate a gen
eral run on European currencies and

· 
thus force their de

valuation. The move, like the previous Wall Street market 
manipulations. fai led to achieve its actual objective and 
instead appears to have backfired. Whi le the pound fell un
controllably to a new historic low of $1.85 per pound leve, the 
other European currencies didn't budge an inch. Meanwhi le,  
the U.S.  dol lar under dumping pressure from European 
central banks hit an eight month low against the West Ger
man deutschemark . 
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By week's end , a funeral dirge-like commentary on the 

prognosis for the success of devaluation schemes was coming 
from Wall Street- linked sources on this s ide of the Atlantic .  

"The snake just cannot b e  widened - the French cannot 
politically impose the necessary economic policies," added 
the West German expert at the State Department. " Sure, 
Bundesbank director Emminger may say 'tighten the belt'
he's  a regular Arthur Burns (the U . S. Federal Reserve 
Chairman) - but the German government must say no to 
austerity. They have to help their all ies because of their 
tremendous concern about the cohesion of the Atlantic 
All iance - Italy, France ,  the whole southern flank is 
vulnerable" to Com munist sentiment among anti-austerity 
workers . 

"Germany, Italy, the U .K .  - no one is buying a new 
snake , "  lamented the Treasury British desk. 

Yale Professor Robert Triffin, the NATO-allied consultant 
to the International Monetary F und, was perfectly blunt 
about the chances of the bankers scheme.  

"The concept of a stable dollar-deutschemark relationship 
under severe European currency depreciation elsewhere is 
finished," Triffin said in an interview "It  will be totally 
impossible to get the Europeans together behind this .  The 
West Germans wi l l  resist absolutely any m ajor European 
devaluations. (French President) Giscard brought some 
p lans for the real ignment of the E uropean c urrency " snake" 
to the EEC meeting - so what. There will be no new snake . "  

New York bankers most immediately concerned with Bri
tain, Italy, and France, no longer m ince words about their 
immediate goals .  Chemical Bank' s  solution for Britain and 
Italy,  according to a bank spokesman, is nothing " short of 
dictatorship"  - no more di l ly-dallying with fascism with a 
human face .  

For  Britain, Manufacturers Hanover Bank insiders pre
scribe: " Politics as normal can't continue . . .  We have to 
excise the left and declare war on the unions . It's not a social 
contract we need, i t ' s  social warfare . "  

Wall Street ' s  demands are now outstripping :even the 
abi l ity of ever-consenting European politicians to enforce. 
West Germany' s  Helmut Schmidt,  E urope ' s  chief cop, is well 
aware of the problem. "The trouble," said Schmidt in 
Luxembourg, "is that governments are all to weak at home 
to overcome the difficulties ... The economics won' t  work if 
the politics are bad. " 

Schmidt rejected the British Prime Minister' s call  for the 
use of the EEC Fund which is predominantly financed by the 
West Germans , for labor-intensive jobs to ameliorate the 
Com mon Market total of more than 5 m illion officially unem
ployed. Instead the West German Chancellor called for sanc
tions against those countries that fail to meet centrally dic
tated disinvestment quotas. 

Italianization 
Only through the "I talianization" of Western E urope and 

North America can the dollar empire be maintained beyond 
.June 30 on Wall Street's balance sheets . Today's New York 
Times quotes an Atlanticist in Luxembourg recalling 
Churchi ll's " where there ' s  death , there ' s  hope" to make the 
point that as long as even the present abysmal levels of con
sumption continue the dollar empire is doomed. By Italian
i zation, Atlanticists mean the pursuit  of policies that have re
duced Italy to the postwar rubble of 1 945-47. 

Under International Monetary Fund dictates, the Italian 
Counc il of Ministers on April 1 set up a " two-tiered" pricing 
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system in Italy. nne tier is the postwar "'rationing" system, 
imposed on food, gasoline, oil ,  and newsprint. The other tier 
will be an exhorbitantly priced black market. The IMF has 
canceled a previously pledged $530 million bai lout loan to 
Italy citing the lack of an incomes policy which excludes cost 
of living completely. Naples is facing imminent cutoff of 
milk supplies, because city funds were s iphoned off to pay the 
state debt instead of the milk suppliers . Italy's "new" health 
care rules , as the disease rate cl imbs,  make hospital care 
above the budget of Italian workers who now must pay the 
" initial costs of hospitalization" and m edical care before the 
state assumes any costs . Turin banks and the Chamber of 
Commerce are printing up their own p lastic money for circu
lation. 

France follows close on the heels of Italy and Britain. 
Meanwhile, the conservative West German press warns that 
EEC social and regional fund subsidies, as well as the all
important Common Agricultural Program (CAP) Fund, will 
be in no position to be applied if the currency crisis continues .  
Until now, the CAP subsidies have supported French farm 
production and allowed Italy to import crucial food supplies 
at pre-January 21  exchange levels .  

For Britain, the Atlanticist-linked Cambridge Economic 
Policy Group recommends a 40 per cent devaluation of the 
pound sterling to spur lagging exports .  Workers' wage in
creases have been frozen at $ 12  for the entire year. Unem
pl�ymEmt continues to soar while inflation rages at 25 per 

cent per annum . In France,  Prime Minister Chirac a� 
nounced a plan that will gut unemployment benefits , health 
care, and pension funds. 

There are a few Atlanticist sympathizers who like the 
Wall  Street Journal editorial board member, boast that they 
will easily "ltalianize" the entire advanced sector, c iting 
1 943-45 Italy as an example. But most top-level Atlanticist 
spokesmen know that today's correlation of forces is  vastly 
different. Only outright fascist governm ents can implement 
the targeted levels of austerity, as Helmut Schmidt is well 
aware. The Soviet Union, possessing thermonuclear capa
bility today in contrast to the 1 943-45 period, will not hesitate 
to launch a nuclear first-strike the minute it has determined 
that the process of imposing fascist governments in Western 
Europe or North America is irreversible. 

More immediately, Mexican President Luis Echeverria's 
April public call ,  an unprecedented denunciation of Wall 
Street's Argentina and Chile solutions for the Third World, 
will serve as a rallying point for political forces in both the 
Third World and the advanced sector. Echeverria's 
statement is also a lesson to the vacillating anti-Atlanticist 
forces in Europe that there is  a political alternative to 
byzantine games . This significant development, coming 
simultaneously with a mass-strike buildup in Europe and 
North America, has brought the fight for the International 
Development Bank out into the open. 

World Industry In Worst Collapse In History 
April 3 (IPS) - The world capitalist sector is junking its 
industrial plant. 

Western European steel orders fell by half during 1 975 . In 
West Germany, Europe's largest capital goods producers, 
orders for new machine tools fell by 17 per cent from foreign 
and 10 per cent from domestic buyers . Electrical machinery 
orders in January stood 22 per cent below their level of a year 
before, with current production 10 per cent lower. 

Japan's three largest export categories , chemicals , steel ,  
and ships, fell  by 31 . 7 per cent, 31.8 per cent,  and 23 .2 per cent 
respectively between January 1975 and January 1976 .  

Swedish heavy industry is in worse condition . Orders for 
Sweden's three largest industries - primary metals ,  paper 
and pulp, and shipbuilding, fell respectively by 37 per cent, 3 1  
per cent, and 25  per cent between the fourth quarter of  1974 
and the fourth quarter of 1 975 . 

Europe's chemical industry is shutting down production of 
fertilizer in response to the debt-str�ngulation of the Third 
World. The chairman of West Germany's chemicals giant 
BASF reported this week that expected sales to Latin 
America had fallen off by 4(} per cent and sales to Africa by 25 
per cent. Rhone-Poulenc , France's largest producer of 
fertilizer, began mass layoffs this week. 

In the United States, where spending on plant and equip
ment is falling at a ten per cent annual rate , industrial 
capacity is shot to pieces . During 1 975 ,  U . S .  capitalists 
cheated on over $50 billion worth of expenditures required 
merely to maintain present levels of plant and equipment at 
current levels of capacity . This rate of looting - compared to 
total corporate profits of $30 bil lion during 1975 - means the 
immediate scrapping of huge chunks of industrial capacity. 

Over the last 18 months of recession, industrial capacity has 
fallen faster than the fall  in current output! 

At current levels of looting internationally, the capitalist 
economies will disintegrate before September 1976. The mass 
destruction of the world economy's physical capacity to 
produce was the outcome of the long unravelling of the world 
monetary system towards its expiration over the March 3 1  
payments deadline. During the next weeks and months all 
the bui lt-up potential collapse throughout world industry will 
explode into general breakdown. It is under these c ir
cumstances that the capitalists now talk openly of reducing 
the working class to the beggary of E urope in 1 945.  

U.S. Breakdown 
The direct outcome of this looting is that real labor 

productivity has been gutted. Despite the ever more vicious 
"productivity" drive, the annual rise in what the U.S .  
Department of Labor calls productivity fell from 1 3- 14  per 
cent during the second and third quarters of 1 975 to 8 per cent 
during the fourth quarter. 

This occurred while actual production fell by about 3 per 
cent during the fourth quarter - despite the official lie that 
productivity fell because the "recovery" brought order and 
less efficient plant and equipment onto line. On the contrary: 
the so-called "recovery" in the U.S . is a 12 per cent annual 
rate of production collapse since last S eptember, against a 20 
per cent rate of production collapse during the six months 
following October 1974 .  No amount of speedup U .S .  
capitalists think they can enforce can prevent the disin
tegration of U . S .  industry into a situation like Nazi Germany 
in 1 937, after four years of Nazi disinvestment and speedup. 

The European and Japanese economies which depend on 



the export of investment goods are already in ruins.  During 
1975, 40 per cent of French output, 30 per cent of West Ger
man output, and 40 per cent of Swedish output piled up unsold 
in warehouses, according to figures j ust released by the 
United Nations ' Economic Commission for Europe. The 
governments of these countries issued credit at an annual 
rate of 25 to 30 per cent, and subsidized limited capital
spending programs, to finance the monstrous growth of in
ventories .  The inventory pileup grew even worse during the 
first months of this year. West German inventories bloated 
by 12 per cent during the first two months of 1976, an annual 
rate of 72 per cent. According to business sources, the in
ventory buildup is even worse in other industrial sectors , 
especially France. 

Europe's accumulation of unsold goods ,  which temporarily 
disguised the actual pace of industrial collapse, is already 
coming to a quick halt. The austerity program which West 
German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt demanded for Europe 
at last week' s  meeting of Western European heads of state 
means a shutoff of credit to industry . S chmidt' s "guidelines" 
for Europe will merely enforce what the March 31 collapse of 
the monetary system has already set into motion : no more 
credits for production . The 40 to 50 per cent pileup of in
ventories will therefore become a 40 to 50 per cent collapse of 
production throughout Western Europe by the end of the 
summer. 

This level of worldwide collapse of the producer-goods 
industry merely sums up the impact of the previous period of 
industrial decline. As of March 31 there is no financial system 
left to finance world trade. The impact of the economic 
breakdown between now and June 30 will  be staggeringly 
worse. 

Gutting Consumption 
The 30 to 40 per cent cut in working-c lass incomes which 

the Atlanticists are pushing for means the extinction of the 
consumption-goods industry, which has provided the last 
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support for industrial production in the capitalist sector. The 
banking creditors of Britain and Italy want an immediate 40 
per cent reduction in imports - a level specified for Britain 
by the Cambridge Economic Policy Group on behalf of New 
York financiers. The London E conomist rejoined this week 
that import cuts of this magnitude would not be necessary if 
Britain cut working-c lass consumption by an immediate 20 
per cent, on top of a 25 per cent cut  in living standards 
through inflation during the first three months of this year. 

In West Germany and France ,  the Atlanticist governments 
are wiping out consumer credit, which disguised the 
precipitous drop in real working-c lass income over the past 
year. France's  finance ministry is slapping a " ceiling" on 
further loans to consumers , which ballooned by 18 per cent 
since last August .  West German banks which specialize in 
loans to consumers are going through a chain-reaction 
bankruptcy.  Of the three consumer-lending banks that failed 
this year, one, the Pfalz-Kreditbank, triggered a costlier 
bankruptcy than the 1974 failure of the Herstatt Bank, which 
nearly brought down the international monetary system with 
it. 

European and Japanese production of consumer goods 
durables is shrinking along with the income of U.S .  workers . 
During February, U . S .  imports ,  particularly such items as 
autos and television sets , fell off by $500 m illion, destroying 
the last illusions abroad about the U. S .  " recovery." By this 
time ,  inventories of the key E uropean and Japanese export 
ite m .  autos , had risen to a 120-day supply. twice the level of 
U .S .  automakers ' inventories . More than half of French, 
German. and Japanese auto production is  exported .  

By next September, the redoubled rate of  breakdown of 
both the capital goods and consumer goods sectors will 
destroy a minimum of 40 per cent of the world economy. This 
rate of collapse is several times worse than the worst 
previous depression : the capitalists have declared their 
intention to wipe out industrial capital ism . 
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Strike Wave In U .S. Determines Economic Reality 
Developments over the past week, with the opening of the 

most 'concentrated period of trade union contract 
negotiations in recent American history, have transformed 
the economic outlook for 1976. The first in a string of major 
national contracts covering more than 10 million American 
workers , this week's Teamster rearguard victory has 
spurred excitement and ferment throughout the working 
class. Several auto plants were closed explicitly to preempt 
threatened sympathy strikes during the four day Teamster 
walkout. Machinists ,  pulp and paper workers, brewery 
workers and broadcast workers have walked out demanding 
higher wages . Together with the explosive general strike 
situation in San Francisco sparked by m unicipal workers' 
resistance to a mandated wage cut (see report in U.S .  
Newsletter) and even the irresolute New York City transit 
"settlement, " these developments mark the emergence of a 
mass strike wave in the United States whose wage gains 
against austerity can only be met under the U .S .  labor 
Party 's  Emergency Employment Act (EEA) and In
ternational Development Bank proposals. 

Wall Street and the major bourgeois political factions have 
closed ranks to defend the integrity of dollar debt at the risk 
of losing a head-on confrontation with the working class. This 
week, from the reactionary Wall S treet Journal t() the 
Democratic Party-allied " liberal" Washington Post, the call 
went up to smash the trade unions and eliminate income 
support programs. The New York Times folliwed its panicky 
call for wage controls several weeks ago with a broadside 
editorial attack on municipal unions and a denunciation of 
the " inflationary" perspective Teamster settlement a few 
days in advance of the final agreement. Railing against even 
the miserable no-wage transit "settlement" which averted a 
transit strike April 1 - "for this c ity to have surrendered 
once again to a strike club . . .  " - the Times condemned 
Transit Workers Union "exactions" and demanded "a sharp 
rise in productivity ."  Similarly, asserting that municipal 
workers "control" the city, the April 2 Wall Street Journal 
demands merely that the newly passed Municipal 
Bankruptcy Act's provision for ripping up collective 
bargaining agreements be underwritten with the scrapping 
of any possible "overriding" federal,  state or local labor 
laws. 

The emphatic unanimity of capitalist commitment to an 
anti-union, anti-inflation fight was underscored in the March 
30 Washington Post's editorial repudiation of the Humphrey
Hawkins "full employment" legis lation, sponsored and 
propagandized by the Averi ll Harrriman,Democratic Party
linked circles for whom the Post serves as a mouthpiece, for 
its "inflationary bias ."  Echoing the corporate groupings 
around the Ford Administration (whose views have been 
consistently represented by Federal Reserve Board 

Chairman Arthur Burns ' repeated dictum that "full  em
ployment without inflation" cannot be realized except with 
an incomes policy and the elimination of income main
tenance programs) the Post explains its new conviction that 
breaking the trade unions takes precedence over jobs.  "The 
inflationary pressure does not come mainly from the direct 
costs of public jobs , "  the Post insists ,  " It comes from the 
effect of a tightening labor market on wage rates ."  To make 
themseives perfectly clear, the Post concludes with a blast at 
Senator Hubert Humphrey's (D-Minn) inability "to say no" 
to labor. 

Even as Wall Street cranked out marching orders for a 
tight-fisted war against the trade unions, S ecretary of Labor 
W.J .  Usery was announcing his minions ' retreat, publicly 
admitting the capitalists ' manifest political weakness in the 
face of a threatened political mass strike.  Commenting to the 
press on today 's  Teamster settlement which gave the union a 
$1. 75 per hour raise and unlimited COL (or essentially what 
they were demanding immediately prior to the strike) Usery, 
the Ford Administration's chief union buster, could offer his 
condolences,  "If you take into account what we were facing, 
its the best we could get. " 

What Wall Street faced was a mass political strike led by 
the Labor Party which threatens to engulf the country. They 
noted the precautionary lockouts in  Pontiac, Mich. and 
Wi lmington Del. of auto plants where sympathy for the 
Teamsters was reaching strike point. They noted carefully 
the skyrocketing sales of New Solidarity amongst all layers 
of the working c lass . They calculated that before an SO-day 
Taft-Hartley cooling off period had expired, rubber and 
construction workers ' contracts would come up.  Ford never 
bothered to put the Taft-Hartley machinery into operation. 

E laborate plans by the Federal Preparedness Agency 
(FPA) and other government agencies for national 
emergency mobilization of troops and strikebreakers to 
guarantee the flow of vital supplies had to be thrown out the 
window. Only the day before the strike began on April I, 
government sources had blustered about the intention to use 
troops if necessary to bust the strike. 

A spokesman for a Chicago trucking company expressed 
the industry's fury and bewilderment caught between the 
dictates of Wall Street and their own balance sheets on the 
one hand and the threat of a political  mass strike on the 
other. "This wasn't  a contract, " he said, "this was an 
execution. Usery forced us to settle when we could have held 
out for weeks. " 

The capitalists were thus forced to back off. Their tactical 
defeat is already reverberating from San Francisco to New 
York . Even after the settlement, sympathy strikes and 
support actions are occurring. 

This tactical retreat under fire will further undermine Wall 



Street ' s  tenuous hold over Western Europe, as European 
workers and anti-Atlanticist forces among European 
businessmen and politicians take note of the fact that the 
Atlanticists , who have demanded genocidal levels of 
austerity on the continent to prop up the bankrupt dollar, 
cannot deliver on their Schachtian dictates in their own 
backyard . 

The "Recovery" Backfires 
The ir{)ny of the capitalists ' current predicament is the fact 

that their own insane psywar campaign on the allegedly 
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robust "recovery" has contributed and continues to con
tribute not insignificantly to the very mass strike ferment 
which threatens to be their political undoing. 

The U.S. economy is currently operating at negative rates 
of profit but the hoked-up statistics and indexes that pour out 
of the Ford Administration' s  offices daily into the nation's 
press to "prove" the existence of a recovery in the U .S .  - a 
p loy intended principally to prevent Europe from cutting 
loose from the Dollar E mpire - have bolstered workers in 
their conviction that austerity is not only criminal but 
patently unnecessary. 

Big MAC's Rohatyn:There's No Monetary System, 

So We Must BustThe U nions 
NEW YORK, April I (IPS - In a n  interview this week, an 
aide of Municipal Assitance Corporation chairman Felix 
Rohatyn summarized the perspective of the MAC chairman 
on the present international ,  national and local developments 
as follows : 

"We don't have a monetary system . This Thursday and 
Friday (at the meeting of EEC finance ministers in 
Luxembourg) we won't  get anywhere. The West Germans 
and the French won't  buy our " safety net" , nor will the 
Germans allow a fixed parity system with restructured 
parities that wiJI hurt their trade. We have a problem and 
we've got to solve it. The only way available under the cir
cumstances is confrontation with labor. We've no choice. 
We' re quite right to be worried about hyperinflation if we go 
along with any Humphrey-Hawkins ( full  employment-slave 
labor) type programs.  The critical thing is keep wages 
low . . .  then maybe we've got a chance .  There ' s  no money and 
somebody down the pike has to bear the consequences . 

" Specifically on the U .S . ,  we' ve got no choice but to bust 
unions and break strikes . Once that ' s  done we can try to 

sneak ICNEP (the fascist national planning proposal named 
after its originators the Initiative Committee for National 
Economic Planning-ed. )  through the back door. Last time 
we blew it by giving it too darn m uch publicity. Also 
( President> Ford 's  honeymoon was m uch shorter than we'd 
expected. So the way to do it is  set precedent with labor and 
then get ICNEP going. 

"On the New York Transit Worker's strike, well ,  we've got 
an injunction out. If they decide to go ahead ,anyway Ted 
Kheel ( labor mediator and New York trade union controller) 
will settle the thing with a package that will say 'Lo'ok guys , if 
you want a 10 per cent increase ,  we'll give it to you. How 
about taking a 20 per cent increase two years from no'w. '  " 

Then addressing himself to the U . S .  Labor Party's analysis 
of the present conjuncture, the Rohatyn aide said, "Yes', yes, 
we know your International Developm ent Bank solution is 
the one that will avoid the confrontation approach . . .  You are 
right about a worker upsurge and mass strike. It's the debt 
moratorium everybody wants to avoid. Otherwise your 
approach is OK, j ust the debt moratorium . . .  well ,  the bankers 
won ' t  go along with that . "  
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N.Y. Transit Workers Get Brazil Contract ;  

Beame Bankers Ask For More 

April 3 (IPS) - The leadership of New York City's most 
militant union, the 34,000 member Transit Workers Union, 
has accepted in principle a labor settlement modeled after 
the fascist union-busting Brazilian indexation schemes that 
have left that country's workforce- broken, diseased, and on 
the edge of extinction. The chief features of the contract are a 
wage-freeze, a cost of living escalator indexed to a fraudulent 
consumer price index, and a joint management-labor com
mittee, modeled on Mussolini ' s  programs,  to ensure 
required rates of speed-up. By these measures , the city has 
made the negotiated package "cost free." 

Transit Workers Union chief Matthew Guinan sheepishly 
tried to convince his membership that this "is the best we 
could do with or without a strike ."  Moments later the 
Emergency Financial Control Board, (EFCB) , Wall Street's 
instrument of control over New York City, leaked to repor
ters that the Brazilianization of the New York workforce is 
not enough to ensure the ultimate soundness of its $ 1 2  billion 
debt structure. Empowered with authority to veto the final 
settlement, the EFCB let it be known that it plans to strike 
out cost of living increases even if offset by Brazilian levels of 
speed-up . Mayor Abe Beame, a member of the EFCB, 
proudly advertised that New York City workers are docile 
and will accept this and more : "No group of employees in the 
country have cooperated to the extent that New York City 
employees have. If you think the employees' cooperation is 
finite, ask them how much austerity they will accept. " 

U.S. Brazilian Model 
Although some may regard the Brazilianization treatment 

unique to New York City's municipal workforce the U . S .  
capitalists d o  not. A full-scale campaign is underway to make 
New York City the object lesson for the rest of the nations or
ganized and unorganized workforce. The Journal of Com
merce, the nation's leading business daily announced in a 
front-page article that the Transit Workers settlement is the 
model contract for the upcoming union contracts : 
"Productivity and cost-of-living escalator will play a more 
important part in collective bargaining . . .  Management will 
attempt to get settlements back to a basis that will contribute 
little if anything to inflation by insisting that wage rises this 
year will be geared to long-term gains in productivity." 

The strategy is the same as in the New York Transit 
Workers "settlement;" remove wage demands from 
negotiations by indexing COL to speed-up, and restrict 
"bargaining" to the whittling away of fringe benefits and 
remaining obstacles to speed-up. Once such terms are ac
cepted, it becomes only a matter of time before COL gains 
are scrapped and the trade unions are reduced to self
policing and self-disciplining agencies against their own 
memberships. . 

The Transit Worker's settlement makes c lear Wall Street's 
intentions in negotiating on fascist terms,  defined by the 
economy's bankrupt debt structure. Any contract agreed to 
by the capitalists today no matter how bad will be ripped up 
tomorrow for much worse under conditions of general 
financial collapse. By no later than June 30 , New York City 

will have to make drastic cuts in current wage and service 
costs i f  it continues to service its maturing debt obligations . 
This reality, alreadY anticipated by the Wall Street Journal 
and Money Manager, will make the labor contracts a joke. 
Therefore any trade-union struggle which does not make 
debt moratoria and the U .S .  Labor Party reconstruction pro
grams the central negotiating issue of contract bargaining 
will find its contract arbitrarily torn uP. in the course of 
financial collapse . . 

Cost Reduction 
The transit contract and the negotiations surrounding it 

represent a carefully controlled bankers operation to 
prepare the union for a self-policing operation against its 
membership when the June 30 financial crisis raises the 
banker's cry for more austerity. In its present form the con
tract is explicitly fascist. Whatever increases in wages that 
result from COL a corporativist labor-management com
mittee will be in existence to offset it by speed-up . Top 
city Labor Mediator and brainwasher Theodore Kheel ,  
proclaimed that the productivity features of the contract, 
which he authored, "will produce more savings than it will 
cost. A wage policy that will produce productivity and in
creases efficiency is going to save the City more money than 
a freeze." In Brazil and Great Britain where such indexation 
schemes have a ten-year history, the trade unions have been 
turned into agencies against the working c lass and helped 
accomplish a 50 per cent reduction in wages and living 
standards . 

The announcement by members of the Emergency 
Financial Control Board less than 24 hours after the settle
ment that it would throw out the COL features was a well 
coordinated psywar operation whose purpose is to 
demoralize the union. It is well known that such members of 
the EFCB as Mayor Beame went along with the settlement 
with the full knowledge that they would later reject it. The 
reason is simple and openly acknowledged by aides to Mayor 
Beame himself. With a threatened nationwide truckers strike 
it was believed that a strike by New York City's strongest 
union would trigger mass political action against austerity. 
The EFCB also believes that by not striking, workers would 
be in a state of demoralization and would sit back and take it 
if  their contract were ripped to pieces . 

The growing crisis nearing June 30 wil l  make the transit 
workers first COL payment scheduled on July 1 an academic 
question. The Wall Street Journal in an April 2 lead editorial 
declared that all the anti-austerity moves by the transit 
workers, teachers unions ,  etc . ,  would blow to pieces "when 
the dream world that now surrounds the City is finally 
shattered ." Wall Street and the EFCB are wasting no time 
making preparations for this crisis .  In the same editorial 
entitled , "Getting Things in Place," the Journal called for 
the implementation of the Municipal Bankruptcy Act, an act 
which would place a bankr'upt city under a Federal Court 
dictatorship with powers to rip up union contracts and decree 
whatever levels of austerity necessary to ensure ultimate 
payment of the city' s outstanding debt. 
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The End O·t Capital Investment 
The u.s. corporate sector is rapidly cannibalizing its plant 

and equipment in order to meet its burgeoning debt service 
obligations. Already, the state of the U. S ,  productive appara
tus , as measured by the age of its machine tools,  is approach
ing the antiquated levels of 1940 - or after 11 years of disin
vestment during the 1930s depression. If capital spending 
were to merely remain stagnant into 1 977 at its present de
pressed levels, as is predicted by even the most die-hard 
"recovery" propagandists in the Administration , this 
collapse would accelerate the collapse of the U. S .  capital 
stocks,  producing an economy which,  like that of Nazi Ger
many, is plagued by shortages,  bottlenecks and break
downs.Spending will actually continue to decline, since in
dustry, unable to sell its final products ,  will not invest in 
plant and equipment when 30 per cent of its capacity is un
used. 

Reasons for Collapse 
During the post-war period, a constant linear annual rate 

of increase of approximately 5 per cent in capital spending in 
constant dollars resulted in a large decline in the percentage 
of machine tools 10 years old or less, a key basic indicator of 
the state of the productive plant and equipment. According to 
the McGraw-Hili inventory of metal-cutting machine tools, 
this percentage declined from 65 per cent in 1945 to 33 per 
cent in 1973,  the last year of the survey. (The above percen
tage was the same as reported in 1935 ,  or the midpoint of the 
last depression . )  

It would therefore take an exponential  rate of  increase in 
real capital spending merely to maintain the industry at 
appropriate modern levels of machinery. Spending on plant 
and equipment, however, fell over 10 per cent, more than $ 1 1  
billion i n  1975, following n o  increase in 1974, with the decline 
actually increasing in the fourth quarter of 1975 and conti
nuing into 1976. If  one extrapolates the machine tool age 
trend to reflect the rate of this collapse in spending, it is 
probable that the per cent under 10 years has now dipped be
low 30 per cent - or the level reported in 1940 . 

Another way of examining this process is to compare the 
ratio of total expenditures for plant and equipment as re-

ported by the Commerce Department to the expenditures 
necessary merely to replace capital worn out during produc
tion ( i . e . ,  the capital consumption allowance with adjustment' 
as computed by the Commerce Department) . S ince 1 967-68, 
this ratio has declined steadily,  falling precipitously in 1 975, 
and falling most rapidly in the fourth quarter of 1975. 

Assuming the 1975 ratio was identical to the 1 966 ratio, non
financial corporate business would have to spend about $40 
billion in addition to what was spent to merely maintain plant 
and equipment (at 1 967 levels). 

I f  th is $40 billion is subtracted from the Commerce Depart
ment's reported non-financial corporate profits (which 
were less than $30 billion in 1 975) . the economy would ac
tually be running at a negative profit. This however would 
understate the case, since it leaves out the tremendous "cost
cutting" (speed-up ,etc) made possible by looting working 
class incomes. 

Gone to Pay Debt 
The money that has been "saved" by not paying the costs 

absolutely necessary to maintain capital equipment has gone 
to service debt. According to Commerce Department figures. 
the net interest paid by nonfinancial corporate business has 
risen from $7 .4  billion in 1966 to $34 . 3  bil l ion in 1975 .  During 
that same period, the total credit market liabilities of the 
U . S .  economy ( which ultimately must be supported by real 
production) rose from $1. 2 tril l ion to $2 . 6  trillion, according to 
the Federal Reserve. 

The fact that corporate profits are pure paper fictions 
propped up solely through this looting is so well known on 
Wall Street that a Securities and Exchange Commission 
(SEC) decision last week that profits in 1 976 would have to 
reflect the replacement costs of plant, equipment and in
ventories at current rather than "historic" costs evoked 
howls that this would destroy the stock market. 

One analyst quoted in the April 1 Wall  Street Journal noted 
that U.S. Steel 's  reported profit of $691 mi llion in 1 974 would 
be reduced to $3 mil lion under the new accounting method. 
whi le another was quoted as saying that U.S .  Steel would 
have to raise its prices 12 to 20 per cent in 1975 to earn its 
reported 12 per cent return on book value. 
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Wall Street Moves Beyond Humphrey-Hawkins 
Speaking before the National Conference of Democratic 

Mayors in New York City Apri l 1 .  Sen. Humbert Humphrey 
announced the Atlantic ist  answer to the March 31  quarterly 
debt roHover cris i s .  "We need a MarshaH Plan for our 
c ities," Humphrey beHowed. "We need a new partnersh ip of . 
business and labor, federal ,  state and local governments to 

rebuild our cities. Why is it we could rebuild Berl in ,  London 
and Italy after the war. but we can't plan to rebuild our c i ties 
in America." 

Queried on the detai ls of the Humphrey plan, the Senator's 
close aide, .Terry .lasmowski termed it  a " general outline for 
a variety of legislation" inc luding the s lave labor Humphrey
Hawkins fuH employment and balance growth bill and publ ic  
service job bills : proposals to drive down wages and recycle 
the entire labor force into a contemporary Nazi Labor Front. 
Humphrey 's corporatist statements keynoted an Atlanticist 
policy concurrence that their survival in the face of a 
developing strike wave , now rests on an overt confrontation 
with labor. The first phase of WaH Street policy is to break aH 
organized labor resistance and drive down wage levels. This 
is  to be foHowed by a fasc ist restruc turing of the economy, 
along l ines developed by the professedly fascist Initiatives 
Committee for National Economic Planning ( lCNEP), to 
fac i l itate unprecedented looting of worker and farmer ip
comes. 

WaH Street's "MarshaH Plan" scenario was put to an 
immed iate test late in  the week with the outbreak of a 
potential San Francisco general strike and a national 
teamsters strike. By the end of the week ,  the mass strike 
process has provoked reactions from certain sections of 
CO)1gress. traditionaHy tied to a labor constituency base who 
were fac ing the prospect of being completely isolated from 
their constituents . The critical introduction of the U.S. Labor 
Party programmatic caH for debt moratorium and the im
plementation of  the Emergency Employment Act (EEA) into 
the growing strike processes forced a rapid WaH Street 
retreat at week's end from its announced union busting

military construction policies as the teamsters were granted 
what amounted to a 30 per cent wage increase over three 
years. 

Atlanticists Ram Fascism Through Congress 
The immediate effect of WaH Street's caH to arms and 

expanding worker resistance was felt throughout Capitol Hill 
last week. On April I, the Senate Forei gn Relations Com
mittee. acting under the severe arm-twisting i nfluence of 

Treasury Secretary William Simon, passed the Schachtian 
OECD " safety net" legislation authorizing U.S. participation 

in a $23 hi l l ion bailout fund for Europe whose terms. Simon 
had gloated, would give the U.S. effective power to impose 
fascist domestic policies on European nations. The House 

Budget Com mittee meanwhile ,  reversed a Wednesday 
deci� i?n �o scratch financing of slave labor programs 
specIfIed In the Humphrey-Hawkins bi l l  and specified pieces 
of related legis lation. 

The initial capitulations of Congress to Wall S treet dictates 
were the immediate result of an orchestrated manipulation 
conducted through the offices-of the Brookings Institution in 
coordination with the Harriman-dominated Congressional 
Joint Economic Committee (JEC)' parti cularly through the 
office of Hubert Humphrey and special aide Jerry 
.fasinowski. The Brookings-JEC scenario is designed to such 
the Congress ional Black Caucus and related independent 
sections of Congress into a fake "hard cop-soft cop" debate 
on the " bread and butter" issues of Humphrey-Hawkins 
slave labor provisions . The intention of this phony fight i s  to 
cut off debate on the critical issue of debt moratorium and 
the U.S. Labor Party's Emergency Employment Act 
leg i s lation and to proceed to get Congress to revise the 
Humphrey-Hawkins masterplan with even more regressive 
Nazi looting schemes. 

But even while Congress was being rounded up into the 
Brookings-Humphrey operation , the spreading strike ac
ti vity around San Francisco and the team sters sent shock 
waves through the controHed environment surrounding 
Capitol Hill .  The potential for a Congress ional breakaway 
grouping too closely tied to its labor constituency to support 
fasc ist leg is lation was emphasized as the entire San Fran
cisco delegation flew back to their home districts this 
weekend. Meanwhile, the Congressional delegations from 
New .Jersey and Philadelphia, where there is strong Labor 
Party penetration of teamsters and contiguous working class 
layers, took thorough briefings from U S LP representatives 
on the strike situation . 

Simon Screams for Wage Cuts 
Brookings-Humphrey Stage Fight for Fascism 

The reality that Congress wi l l  find no m iddle ground in the 
emerging confrontation was clarified by " hard-cop"S imon 
in testimony before the Senate Banking Committee April 1 at 
hearings called to review the financial  condition of New York 
City and its abil ity to repay its Federal loans .  While flaunting 
the fact that New York City has laid off 40,000 workers and 
slashed c i ty services to meet the requirements of federal 
loans, Simon fingered the m iniscule cost of l iving increase 
granted to New York City transit  workers last week as ex
tremely damaging. "There are only a couple of ways the 
Transit Authority can meet it," S imon testified, "through 
state and city appropriations which they said they don ' t  want 
to give, or by increasing the fare .. . It ' s  not clear to me that the 
Emergency F inancial Control Board (the banker controlled 
body that runs New York City) wi l l  approve it." S imon was 



followed in his not-so-veiled threat af union-busting by New 
York City Mayor Abraham Beame who also warned that the 
meager transit settlement could undermine the non-existant 
financial stabi lity of the already bankrupt c i ty .  Beame 
bragged in an interview at the hearing " that no group of 
employees in the country have cooperated to the extent New 
York City employees have. If you think the employees' 
cooperation is finite . ask them how much austerity they will  
accept . "  

One day prior t o  the Simon-Beame threat o f  union-busting 
and wage cuts, Congress was channeled into a staged open 
debate on Humphrey's " Marshall Plan" policy. The 
Brookings-Humphrey scenario for sneaking the " Marshall 
Plan" fascist national planning and regressive employment 
and incomes policies through the Congress was unveiled in 
the House Budget Committee last Wednesday and Thursday 
as a fake. but heated debate c entered around the 
"hyperinflationary" effects of the Humphrey-Hawkins Bil l .  
When the debate had ended . the Committee voted 13 to 12  to 
allot $50 million in seed money for Humphrey-Hawkins slave 
labor projects . Only the day before. the Committee had 
rejected the measure in a 12 to I I  vote . 

While so far successfully screening all discussion of debt 
moratorium and EEA from the debate . the Brookings In
stitution. acting in behind-the-scenes collusion with Hum
phrey himself, according to Congressional sources.  has 
activated Congressional contacts and its agents in a mock 
attack on the Humphrey-Hawkins legislation for being hyper
inflationary. Brookings is  marketing the line that the only 
way to keep inflation down is to keep an unemployed 
"reserve pool of labor" of at least G per cent of the workforce . 
which can serve as a perpetual strike-breaking, union 
busting unemployment pool . Humphrey's legis lation calls for 
reducing unemployment to a 3 per cent level .  In mock fashion 
both the Urban Institute and the Institute for Policy Studies 
are defending the legislation . But while this " fight" was 
raging on the surface. behind the scenes the controllers of the 
various factions were preparing a solution. Dr.  Holt of the 
Urban Institute reported this week that he is  working with 
the JEC on "seeing whether Humphrey-Hawkins can be 
rounded out. or what other measures are needed to com
plement it . "  He asserted that Brookings was "going off the 
deep end" in its attacks on wages .  

As the debate progresses through its carefully pre-planned 
stag8s , with Congressmen dutifully taking positions on the 
various hard-cop and soft-cop positions , the bill will be 
whittled down to its hard-core ICNEP-national planning 
section and other regressive planks (outlined in IPS ) and an 
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ineomes policy will  be written in.  The g�me-plan i s  to corral 
potential breakaway sections of Congress into ' a  controlled, 
step-by-step bargaining arrangement. with the terms strictly 
defined by the Washington-based think-tanks.  and the final 
"negotiated"  version tailored precisely to Wall Street 's  
specifications . 

Strike Wave Shocks Congress 
The overt response of fear to the developing strike wave -

which shattered the normal fog and complacency surroun
ding Congress .�nd wrenched legislators fr:om the staged 
Humphrey-Hawkins debate began on April l when San Jose 
Congressman Don Edwards (D-Calif> called the Washington 
office of the USLP to get a full p icture of the San Francisco 
developments .  Ex-FBI agent Edwards responded _ to the 
US LP's assessment of mass strike potential by saying 
"That 's  too extreme. " But he ended the discussion by saying 
" Let's talk again soon , "  a striking departure from his usual 
professions of disinterest regarding USLP political 
evaluations .  By Friday . the fear-level reflected by Edwards 
had grown to full-scale hysteria in the entire San Francisco 
delegation. Both Phil and John Burton (D-Calif) were on 
their way back to San Francisco to "cool  down" the situation. 
Phil Burton's office ,  which had repeatedly refused to speak 
to USLP representatives, called back the USLP's  New York 
office to report that they wished they had known about the 
US LP's joint press conference with California State 
Assemblyman Ken Meade calling for a debt moratorium in 
San Francisco.  "We wanted to send someone. We'l l  call Ken 
Meade. We know about Dellums' debt moratorium bill and 
Ken Meade ' s .  We've talked to them about it  and we'l l  contact 
them again, " Burton's  aides said. 

Broader layers on the Hill were c learly reacting to the 
strike ferment. Congressman Ei lberg 's  (D-Pa) office 
followed the pattern of a number of Midwest and New Jersey 
Congressmen by indicating. " We are well aware of the 
teamster strike : we are well aware of your opposition to 
Humphrey-Hawkins and we are well aware of your depth of 
organization and proposed legislation ."  A USLP blitz of 
Congress around the debt moratorium and EEA legislation 
and the strike situation opened up more offices to the USLP 
than at any time in recent months .  

With Wall Street having retreated in  granting a teamsters ' 
settlement amounting to a 30 per cent wage increase plus an 
unl im ited cost-of-I iving escalator.  the Congressional 
response to working class motion evidenced at the end of the 
week wil l  grow and spread in Washington in the coming 
week. 
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Debt Moratorium The Solution 

To San Francisco Strike Deadlock 
California State Assemblyman Ken Meade told reporters 

at the U .S .  Labor Party's city hall press conference on April 2 
here that Congressman Ron Dellums (D-Cal) would soon in
troduce debt moratorium legislation into the U . S .  Congress.  
Meade indicated that Dellums' move would provide federal 
backup for the debt moratorium and Emergency Employ
ment Act legis lation which he declared w�s the solution to the 
five-day near general strike in San Francisco.  

Speaking at a picket line of striking municipal craft unions 
at c ity hall, the Oakland Assemblyman said : " I'm here at 
this p icket line because the debt moratorium and Emergency 
Employment Act legislation which 1 have introduced into the 
California Assembly will solve the i m m ediate crisis here in 
San Francisco and ultimately the world economic collapse . "  

The strike o f  1900 municipal skilled craft unions began 
when the Board of Supervisors tried to put into effect "Propo
sition B ,"  a law passed in the fraudulent November, 1 975 
election which would deny skilled m unicipal pay scales 
parity with those of private industry . When the Board of 
Supervisors announced that it would put the resulting 20 per 
cent wage cut for city skilled workers into law on April 1 , 
skilled unions walked out . City workers of the Service Em
ployees International Union and other unions who had been 
tricked into accepting a miserable 3-5 per cent wage increase 
through lies about the cost of their package, voted over
whelmingly to honor skilled craft picket lines . City transit 
remains shutdown, schools are barely operating, and long
shore workers have already refused to unload one picketted 
ship.  

The U.S.  Labor Party press conference,  which issued a call 
to expand the near general strike around debt moratorium
EEA demands. represents a crucial turning point in the San 
Francisco situation. While the Labor Party's press con
ference was in progress, five leading area trade unionists 
who had or were about to commit them selves to attend were 
sum moned to a special meeting . Immediately following this 
meeting, the Board of Supervisors offered to abandon its 
position that the wage cut was " voter-mandated law," and 
accepted the trade unions' offer to negotiate with a mediator. 
naming former mayor George Christopher. Follow
ing the KABL radio broadcast of the Meade statement. 
yesterday Mayor George Moscone delcared on TV that 
it was conceivable that the Board of S upervisors might now 
be willing to declare a "state of e mergency." the step 
necessary for the Board to change its own offer in the 
negotiations. 

Strike For Debt Moratorium 
Following hard on the Teamster national victory ( see page 

1 ) .  and announced Teamster support for the craft workers. 
the San Francisco genera! strike has the potential political 
m uscle to force California to become the first state to make 
the debt moratorium law. If the Board of S upervisors backs 
down to stop a political strike for debt moratorium, the 
strikers will be granted their  demands . 

The s ituation is already regarded as so serious that 
Congressional intervention is underway with longtime 
Moscone associates Phil and John B urton (D-Calif) flying 
back to San Francisco April 2 to meet with the striking 
unions .  While Burton was on route. his aide called the U .S .  
Labor Party for details on the USLP press conference where 
Meade was to appear. volunteering that Burton's office had 
discussed debt moratorium legislation with Congressman 
Dellums as well as with Meade and would do so with 
Congressman Herman Badillo (D-NY ) .  

The pressure for state and Congressional action for debt 
moratorium will be upped today. The U . S .  Labor Party is 
mass distributing a strike bulletin headlined : "Meade Debt 
Moratorium Bil l  Will Abrogate Proposi tion 8 . "  Meade's debt 
moratorium bill  outlaws any state action which causes wage 
levels to fall below August 1971 real wage levels in manu
facturing. m ining. and transportation. If Meade's bill is 
passed now, not only would Proposition B be outlawed but 
every municipal contract agreed upon on March 31  would be 
reopened and declared illegal. 

The U . S .  Labor Party strategy is  being piped into Central 
Labor Council union leaders , including international Long
shore and Warehouse Workers Union head Harry Bridges 
and Teamster leaders who have been meeting in general 
strike strategy sessions countinuously. Indicating the 
political climate in the city, police officers briefed on the 
strategy today responded by mapping out for the Labor 
Party the best church sites for distribution of the strike 
bu lletin. 

At the official opening of negotiations yesterday, USLP 
candidates Pat Dolbeare and Nick Benton walked in and 
presented all parties with copies of the Meade bill .  The inter
vention and a 30-second interview with Dolbeare was aired on 
C BS-TV 1 1  o'clock news . as the commentator reported that 
debt moratorium would dissolve the di lemma between 
higher taxes and pay cuts in the city .  
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Beyond Humphrey-Hawkins-Part 1  
Apr. 3 ( IPS)-Wall Street announced its intentions this week 
to go "beyond Humphrey-Hawkins" - the omnibus blueprint 
for fascism in the United States ( see IPS ,  last issue) . In a lead 
editorial in the March 30 Washington Post, the Atlanticists 
attack Humphrey-Hawkins for being " too pro-labor" for not 
grappling with the issue of "hyperinflationary wage in
creases. "  Humphrey and the Brookings Institution are 
currently engaged in a " debate" over full employment 
policy.  Brookings , the Wall Street Journal and their political 
hatchet men are charging that Humphrey-Hawkins is pro
labor and hyperinflationary. Humphrey is  demanding an as 
yet unelaborated Marshall Plan for the cities which includes 
massive federal funding of urban slave-labor public service 
jobs.  There is no real debate taking place, simply the 
elaboration of two sucessive phases of the same program . 

Wall Street has no quarrels with the overall fascist intent, 
structure and programs of Humphrey-Hawkins - the top
down corporativist control of the economy, the slave labor 
and recycling of the workforce ,  the elimination of welfare 
and unemployment compensation, etc . However, as this 
week 's  strike developments underscore, unless the trade 
union movement is completely crushed, and wages slashed 
and contracts torn up , the fascist structures of Humphrey
Hawkins cannot be implemented . 

"Beyond Humphrey-Hawkins" m eans a headlong attack 
on the trade unions and an immediate cut in the living 
standards of the workforce by at least 20 per cent - the 
Italianization of the U .S .  working clas s .  The Edwards-Rodino 
Municipal Bankruptcy Act, which was quietly pushed 
through Congress last week and awaits the President 's  
signature is a major weapon in the bankers' arsenal. As the 
April 2 Wall Street Journal gloat, a municipal declaration of 
banitruptcy under this bill would allow the suspension of all 
labor contracts - union contracts would s imply be torn up 
and wages cut by whatever amount necessary to feed the 
banks ever-growing debt requirements . 

The ending of extended unemployment benefits ,  . in such 
states as Ohio and North Carolina, the pending termination of 
hundreds of thousands of already subsistence-wage CET A 
jobs under the program, and a threatened Administration 
cutback of the food stamp program are immediately on Wall 
Street's agenda. 

Hoping that this overt assault. coupled with a string of 
brutal strike defeats, wil l  finish off the trade unions.  Wall 
Street is  geared up to go with round two - the fascist labor 
structure - a revised Humphrey-Hawkins and a package of 
complementary legislation. Humphrey-Hawkins as it goes 
through the Congress will be reworked to include tougher 
"anti-inflationary" policies .  As the Brookings Institution 
outlines them,  this means an ' " incomes policy" for the 
working class - the deadly Brazilian system of indexing 

wages which has reduced real wages by nearly 50 per cent in 
1 0  years , and the maintenance of a " reserve pool of labor" by 
" maintaining" unemployment levels at 5 or 6 per cent. 

This "reserve pool" of unemployed scabs will be both 
utilized against the remaining unionized workforce to bust 
strikes and keep down wage demands and recycled into a 
variety of slave labor proj ects . Legislation introduced by 
Senators John Tunney (D-Cal) and R ichard Schweiker (R
Pal and Representatives Richard Ottinger (D-NY) and John 
Conyers (D-Mi ) provide a variety of s lave-labor, labor
intensive jobs in the forestry, c leaning up the c ities and 
engaged in building energy projects based on pyramid-like 
technology . Complementary legislation sets up a Nazi 
psychological profi ling apparatus of the workforce .  "Beyond 
Humphrey-Hawkins ,"  there is fasc is m .  

Slave Labor Legislation 

The Jobs Creation Act of  1976 (S .  3210) 
R eferred to Public Works Cttee . and Labor and Public 
Welfare Cttee . 

Sponsor 

Sen. John Tunney (D-Calif) 

This bil l ,  which would allocate a total of $5 billion for 400,000 
slave-labor jobs ,  has three major components : l )Titie II 
mandates the expenditure of $1 bi llion over the next 18  
months by the Commerce Department' s so-called Economic 
Development Administration to employ 200,000 unemployed 
in "labor-intensive, high-priority public works jobs-projects 
to foster economic development. "  (Emphasis added) Tunney 
makes no mention of wage levels for these jobs, leaving the 
door open wide to herding large numbers of unemployed 
workers into brute-force jobs at wages far below prevailing 
or union rates .  2 ) Title III authorizes tax credits to private
sector employers who hire long-term unemployed workers 
equalling 20-30 per cent of wages paid. The bill  describes this 
direct hand-out to Wall Street as representing " the most 
flex ible and efficient way to stimulate job creation. "  3) Title 
IV calls for $4 bi l l ion to hire the out-of-work in public service 
j obs paying a measely $5000 per year under Title VI of the 
existing Comprehensive Employment and Training Act 
(CETA )  program.  Sen. Tunney's  self-image as a leading 
p roponent of fusion technology deve lop ment not
withstanding, his sponsorship of this monstrosity, and par
ticularly his emphasis on labor-intensive j obs demonstrates 
that his effective commitment lies in plunging the human 
species back to Stone Age levels of existence and production. 
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Although his office denied that he backed Humphrey
Hawkins , Tunney himself notes in his opening remarks 
concerning his legislation that he supports the Humphrey 
legislation and believes his own bill " i s  consistent with its 
concept . "  

Opportunities Industrialization Centers 
Job Creation and Training Act of 1976 (S.  2939 

Sponsors 

Sen. Richard Schweiker (R - Pa. )  

This bill provides $1 billion over a 5-year period for the 
establishment in high-unemployment areas of Opportunities 
Industrialization Centers modelled after the one run by block 
slave-herder Leon Sullivan in Philadelphia and elsewhere . 
These centers would provide job training and counseling (Le .  
brainwashing) and would seek to  hire out  i ts  "trainees" to 
local employers . The Nixon Administration proselytized 
Sullivan's Opportunities Industrialization Center as a model 
for ghetto employment-training programs.  The Center' s 
programs were built around Sullivan 's  ghetto-run sweat
shops and predicated upon mandatory intensive indoctrina
tion " counseling" sessions , designed to inculcate in the low
income population a docile s lave mentality . 

Young Adult Conservation Corps Act (H.R. 10138) 

Sponsors 

Rep. Lloyd Meeds (D-Wash) 
Rep. Dominick Daniels (D-NJ) 

Apparently aimed at implementing Sen.  Henry Jackson 's  (D
Wash) recent admonition during a New York campaign 
appearance that all j obless youth be swept off the c ities' 
streets and sent into the forests , this bil l  - sponsored by a 
mem ber of Jackson's state delegation - allocates a total of 
$9 . 9  bil lion over 4 years to employ 1 . 300 ,000 youth in year
round conservation projects such as " reforestation, timber 
stand improvement. fighting forest fires ,  trail and camp
ground improvements . and control of insects . diseases . soil 
erol'ion and floods . "  (Sec. 206 ) ,  Unlucky participants in this 
neo:Nazi " back to the land" scheme are to be housed in 
military barracks . Although the bill says workers will be 
paid the current federal minimum wage, Sec . 206 indicates 
that housing. food . transportation. medical .  "and other 
direct benefits of employment" will be deducted from the 
regular paycheck. The Nazis found that shipping young 

workers off into the middle of nowhere to " work on the land" 
was an effective way to control and brainwash this easily 
politiC Ized layer.  The practice was copied by the Schachtian 
planners of Roosevelt' s  "New Deal" and is being revived 
again here. S im ilar legislation has been introduced on a state 
level by California's Maoist Gov. Gerry Brown. 

The Ottinger-Conyers Full Employment Budget Proposal 
Presented to House Budget Committee. Mar. 17.  1976 
(Not submitted in bill form but a recommendation for am
mendment of existing legislation. )  

Sponsors 

Rep. Richard Ottinger (D-NY) 
Rep.  John Conyers (D-Mich) 

This proposal . fielded by " ultra-liberal" Ottinger and 
Congressional Black Caucus member Conyers,  offers a 
comprehensive framework on which to hang the more speci
fic " Beyond Humphrey-Hawkins" legislation. It calls for an 
expansion of already-existing or proposed s lave-labor pro
grams inc luding the Northeast Corridor Rail  Program, 
CETA Titles I I  and VI.  the Rail Transportation I mprovement 
and E mployment Act of 1975 ,  the Urban Mass Transit Act. 
the Counter-Cyclical Assistance Program and Title X of the 
Public Works and Economic Development Act (which calls 
for "highly labor-intens ive projects which can be ititiated 
and completed within one year" ) .  which would create a total 
of 3 , 500.000 jobs over the four fiscal years 1 977-1 980. The gross 
cost of this program is estimated at $36 billion. According to 
its sponsors . the proposal puts " first priority on job creation 
in the private sector, generating as many jobs as possible 
with such measures as the employment tax credit, with jobs 
provided by the government to the extent necessary . . .  This is 
the basic thesis underlying the very commendable and highly 
desirable" Humphrey-Hawkins legis lation. One of the propo
sal ' s  more insidious features is its cal l  for an annual report 
by the President "paralleling the report on the State of the 
Economy. on the psychological state of the U.S .  population. 
Specif ically.  Ottinger and Conyers urge that, "In order to 
drive home the devastating impact of unemployment to 
mobil ize opinion behind a ful l  employment policy, the Con
gressional Budget Act should be amended to provide for an 
annual audit of the quality of l ife in America, of the socio
logical and psychological state of the American people. "  This 
proposal is a battle plan for locating and destroying pockets 
of resistance to the " Beyond Humphrey-Hawkins" fascist 
package by carrying out extensive psychological profiling of 
the American working class . 

\ 
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Corporatism In Britain : Why Protecting I ndustry 

Need Not Mean M ore Bureaucracy 
NEW YORK, April 3 ( I PS ) -The following artic le is 
reprinted from the editorial page of the March 26 London 
Times . 

Its authors R .E .  Pahl ,  and social science director at the 
University of Kent, England and T . J .  Winkler, of the In
dustrial Sociology Unit at the Imperial College of London, 
first surfaced with a November 1 973 article in the liberal 
fascist BrUish magazine, New Society. The article, en
titled "The Coming Corporatis m , "  advocated fascism with a 
human face .  The article was reprinted and circulated in the 
United States by the Initiatives Com mittee for National 
Economic Planning ( ICNEP)  which includes among its 
members United Auto workers President Leonard Woodcock 
and Brown Brothers , Harriman investment banker Robert 
Roosa . ICNEP executive coordinator Myron Sharpe ad
mitted in an interview last week that ICNEP was now in
volved in the reshaping of the Humphrey-Hawkins 
legis lation. ICNEP co-thinkers Winkler and Pahl provide an 
indication of the direction of these revisions . 

Corporatism in Britain ; why protecting industry 
need not mean more bureaucracy 

The recent exchanges among The Times,  Mr. Michael Foot 
and others show how difficult it  is to maintain a distinction 
between corporatism as a type of economic system and 
notions of totalitarianism.  Yet it is important to do so 
because the word can be used in a precise way to describe 
fundamental changes in our political  economy. There is  
currently a serious academic debate about whether the 
British economy is in the course of transformation from 
some form of mixed, liberal ,  managerial capitalism towards 
corporatism that is of direct, practical relevance . This 
debate is engaging the attention of sociologists and lawyers , 
especially the latter, who are increasingly vis iting this 
country to explore corporatism at first hand.  

We see corporatism as a comprehensive economic system 
in which the state directs and controls predominantly 
privately owned business according to four principles : 
unity, order, nationalism and success .  The crux of cor
poratism concerns the role the state p lays in the economy, 
the nature of state intervention, even more than its extent . 
Recent governments have gradually been assuming a 
directive role by establishing national goals controlling the 
distribution of rewards,  coordinating the supply of· some 
major goods and services (eg,  energy, oil ,  equipment, 
machine tools ) and allocating resources (eg,  land towards 
community development and capital towards 30 priority 
manufacturing activities ) .  The planning agreements system,  
if ever fully implemented,  would give the state some 
leverage over most of the other variables a private owner or 
manager may manipulate in the conduct of his business.  
Corporatist state control ,  therefore , means control over the 
internal decision-making of privately owned businesses. 

The first operating principle of corporatism is  unity , the 
idea that economic goals are best achieved through 
cooperative effort rather than competitive processes . 

Whether it be through "joint consultation" ,  "co
determination" , a "social contract" or "tripartism",  
working together as "one nation" is  now seen by Con
servative and Labour alike as the way out of our collective 
travai l .  The active, successful  pursuit of individual or 2rOUD 
interests is  now labeled " sectional ism" (when it involves 
workers ) or "unacceptable capitalism" (when 
businessmen) . In practical terms,  those in industry as well 
as politicians see little merit in price competition or com
peting sources of supply. They increasingly favour a system 
of price control and state-organized cartels with, perhaps,  
some industrial reorganization. 

The second corporatist principle is order. Market 
economies are seen as inherently l iable to unintended fluc
tuations and instrumental disruptions.  In order to guard 
against latent anarchy, submission of the particular interest 
to the general wi l l  is a corporatist princip le,  collaboration at 
work a duty. The corporatist value is discipline, not liberty : 
the corporatist vice is licence, not compulsion. 

Corporatism is nationalist in a dual sense. F irst, it is a 
collectivist system , not an individualistic one. National 
economic performance has moral primacy over personal 
affluence or mobility. " Individualis m "  is a label for 
stigmatizing recalc itrance ,  not eulogizing freedom. Second, 
it is  economically nationalistic towards the rest of the world, 
involving the aggressive protection and furtherance of 
poratism was started in the early 1 960s by the Conservatives 

The final corporatist principle is success,  that is, ef
fectiveness in the attainment of national goals .  This also has 
two aspects. First, corporatism is an ends-oriented system, 
rather than a means-oriented one. It  seeks results , not ef
ficienc y :  it puts greater value on achieving targets than on 
the maintenance of legal rights or processes.  This rejection 
of the rule of law has been considered separately by one of us 
in an article in The British Journal of Law and Society 
(current issue) . 

Additionally, corporatism is a mobilization system. It 
operates through the purposive organization of collective 
effort rather than trusting to spontaneous private responses 
to perceived opportunities.  Concretely ,  this means a cor
poratist regime would attempt to establish control over the 
investment process (an allocative function) and assume 
some responsibi lity for economic coordination (a planning 
function ) .  

Historically. times of economic cris is  are often times of 
increasing state intervention . But the trend towards cor
poratism was started in the early 1 960s by the Conservatives 
and wil l ,  we think,  be continued by whatever party is in 
power because it  is an attempt to cope with deeper structural 
changes in the economy. It i s  emphatically not a short-term 
aberration of a Mr. Benn or a Mr.  Foot. 

The increase in industrial concentration is a far more 
potent cause of corporati sm .  In 20 of our 22 major industries, 
an average of only three firms control half or more of the 
market (Monopolies Commission R eport ) .  Such a level of 
concentration is  technically oligopoly. and has two con
sequences : the state cannot let such giant firms fai l ,  because 
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they are essential in meeting the nation' s  needs , and it cannot 
let them succeed, in the traditional profit-maximizing sense, 
because their market power would hold the nation to ransom. 
Hence, the state is now the regulator of major firms'  
profitabi lity through price and margin controls .  

The declining profitability of British manufacturing in
dustry is a second long-term cause of corporatism,  which 
goes back at least 25 years . Last month ' s  NEDO report 
documented how spectacularly it has fallen in the past 
decade. Hence companies have generated no real retained 
earnings in any year since 1 967,  save one. The consequence is 
to increase their vulnerability to Government controls over 
their liquidity. The liquidity crisis of 1 974 demonstrated that 
we must rethink the traditional notion of priCe control as 
possibly the most powerful and specific instruments for the 
control of the private sector. The Government is now hinting 
that it will bargain price relaxations for individual firms 
against all manner of "agreements" .  That, in essence, is the 
corporatist financial strategy :  state direction of private 
firms through modulation of their revenues .  

Other structural changes contribute t o  corporatism.  The 
increasing cost and potency of certain forms of high 
technology not only forces the state into the role of protecting 
and controlling the environment. It also involves the state in 
providing the capital and guaranteeing the markets for in
vestments that would otherwise be too large and risky for 
private interests . Finally the increasingly adverse shifts in 
world trade and incursions of multinationals have also in
volved the Government in the active protection of British 
industry. 

State intervention in the economy i s  usually taken to mean 
more bureaucracy. However, we think that corporatism in 
Britain will operate more subtly : it wil l  not need to be 
bureaucratic . When half of our national output is produced by 
only 100 firms (Prais ) the state can potentially control 
aggregate nationa l performance by controlling only a l im ited 
number of companies. This has the side effect of leaving the 
great mass of smaller firms unregulated.  

For dealing with the few major firms (and the major 
unions) ,  a massive administrative apparatus is  superfluous .  
Control may be  exercised through regular, informal 
negotiations .  The outcomes of this bargaining wil l  not always 
be what the state wants . Countervai l ing private power is 
substantial .  Thus ,  corporatism i s  a bargaining system .  And . 
once the deals have been struck the private economic groups 
wil l  be expected to carry them through themselves .  That is 
enforcement will  be delegated, not supervised, from' 

Whitehal l .  
More importantly,  any success-oriented regime must 

retain the capacity to make prompt and flexible decisions in 
response to changing problems. Formalised bureaucratic 
rules introduce rigidity : they constrain the state as well as 
the subject. A corporatist state will retain adaptabil ity by 
simply not COdifying its procedures ,  by m aking its powers 
discretionary (as with the Industry Act financing, 
development grants) ,  and by using an enabling Act model of 
the law (what Mr. Edward Short called " framework Bills" in 
a recent Commons debate ) ,  that is  statutes which describe 
broad purposes not specific instruments . Such a style is not 
bureacratic .  On the contrary, it represents fundamental 
evasion of the rule of law. The visiting lawyers certainly find 
what they come to discover. 

We are not suggesting here that Britain i s  already cor
poratist, or that state control wil l  ever be absolute. What we 
are saying is tliat, despite protestations by politicians that 
they are bui lding socialism or reforming capital i sm,  there is 
an internal logic to the economic policies of British govern
ments over the past 15 years which is essentially corporatist. 
We see our task as the seeking out and explication of · that 
logic .  Clearly, one may approve or disapprove of the type of 
economic system we have described here. Personally, we 
re.i ect it. But we would argue strongly  that less pejorative 
and emotiona l discussion and more calm and objective 
analys is  would help us to understand more c learly the society 
that we are all seemingly obliged to live in for the next 
decade or more. 
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Bankers Propose 'Social War ' Dictatorships 

As 'Solution 'To Bri tish Economic Woes 
New York, April 3 (IPS) - The following are excerpts form 
interviews conducted this week with three leading bankers 
here on their "cures " for the problems facing the British 
economy: 

The United Kingdom in vestment officer for Loeb Rhoades 
investment bank: 

Q :  In view of recent think-tank reports which have advo
cated various solutions such as i mport controls , deval
uation,  spending cuts and wage restraint as solutions to 
Britain ' s  economic cris is .  what do you think should be 
done? 

A :  These are only remedies ,  not solutions .  since they don ' t  
change fundamental attitudes . What is necessary for 
Britain is a total catastrophe. a psychological punctuation 
point. People have to be jolted into realizing that there is a 
cris is .  

Q:  What type of "cris is" are you thinking of? 
A: Imagine a coiiapse of sterling if the Kuwaitis and the 

Nigerians pulled out. That' s  the ball game.  Britain would 
have to dec lare a moratorium . It would be broke. 

Q: Wouldn't this be dangerous from the stand point of inter
national credibility? Where would Britain get further 
credit for industrial investment? Wouldn't there have to be 
a Big MAC-type of solution? 

A :  Exactly. The only problem with Britain is ,  unlike New 
York, where you had Washington as a higher authority to 
put the city under tight financial control, in Britain you 
have no higher authority than Her Majesty's Government. 

An Economist for Manufacturers Hanover bank : 
Q :  Of the 'Present contenders for Prime  Minister in ·Britain, 

who do you think is capable of implementing the austerity 
policies required by Britain ' s  economic crisis ? 

A:  Whoever wins, it will  be irrelevant. Politics as usual can't 
continue in Britain . . .  We have to excise the left (reference 
to the left wing Tribune faction of the Labour Party) who 
provide the brains and declare social war on the more radi
cal trade unions who provide the muscle .  

In vestment Banker a t  Chembank: 
There is no solution for Britain short of dictatorship . . .  I do 
not necessarily advocate this ,  but I am pessimistic . . .  

Q :  Isn ' t  the country already moving toward a type o f  corpor
at ism? 

A:  Yes. but this  is  corporatism of the left, rather than the 
right. a lthough this may actually be better in the long run. 
The problem in Britain is that it doesn 't  look like a crisis .  
Take your average worker in the Midlands ( industrial 
center of Britain ) He doesn ' t  read the Financial Times, 
therefore he doesn't know how bad it  really is. 
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Complete Text Of Echeverria's Speech 
Made In  Mexico City On Apri l 1 , 1 976 

Speaking April 1 at a nationally broadcast meeting to discuss 
a proposed urban reform law, Mexican President Luis Eche
verria Alvarez charged right-wing business groups centered 
in the northern industrial center of Moneterrey with "proc 
fascist, anti-Mexican" plotting to destabi lize and bring down 
his government. He declared that these groups wished to see 
a Chilian or Argentine military coup in Mexico, and warned 
that such conspirators would be swept aside by popufar 
explosions if they did not desist from their subversive acti- . 
vities. 

With this action, Echeverria, one of the foremost spokes
men for the new world economic order, has taken a decisive 
vanguard action against the Wall Street Atlanticists' plans 
for imposing

·
fascism throughout the U .S . ,  E urope and the 

Third World within the next immediate period. Echeverria' s  
move came a t  a time when pro-development forces i n  Europe 
and throughout the Third World have either capitulated 
before the Atlanticist offensive or are in the process of 
courting defeat by cowardly carrying on " negotiations" and 
"political actions" quietly behind c losed doors . In sharp con
trast to this capitulationism,  Echeverria 's  attack on Wall 
Street will reverberate around the world and set an example 
for both the Third World and anti-Atlanticist forces in 
Western Europe : if Kissinger and the bankers are to be 
defeated they must be attacked head on and openly. 

Echeverria thus broke with previous practice and brought 
the intense struggle between progressive elements of his 
government and party and right-wing groups both within and 
outside the government into the open. His declaration of war 
on the right-wing, connected to U .S .  business interests and 
intelligence services, followed a widespread and intensifying 
mobilization from the right during the second half of last 
month . 

The right-wing offensive had focussed its attacks precisely 
on the urban reform law which Echeverria defended in his 
Apri l 1 meeting. But the attacks on the urban reform law 
were admittedly only an excuse for mobilizing the right-wing 
forces - latifundists, businessmen, and government groups 
around International Monetary Fund operative and Finance 
Minister Mario Ramon Beteta-to overthrow the govern
ment. A document circulated by rightist groups in the north
west latifundist state of Sonora late in March, explicitly 
showed how the attacks on the urban reform law would be 
eventually turned into a general attack on the Echeverria 
government like the CIA directed 1973 drive that overthrew ' 
and assassinated Chilian President Salvador Allende. 

In Sonora it would not be " pots and pans " ,  but "arms" 
used in the marches of anti government forces.  the document 
warned . 

This right-wing offensive was c losely coordinated with 
statements made by U . S .  ambassador to Mexico John Joseph 
Jova in Washington March 19. Using the words of a recently 
dec.eased Mexican historian, Jova charged that Echeverria 
was a "monarch" "holding court" . Many com mentators in 
the Mexican press noted that this statement represented a 
green light to the U .S .  connected business groups in Mexico, 
who could fairly interpret the ambassador' s  remarks as con-

stituting open support for insurrection from Washington. 
Then this week, two Wall Street publications , Barron' s  and 
the The Money Manager, s imultaneously published attacks 
on Echeverria and the Mexican economy.  Both weeklies 
urged their readers to withdraw capital from Mexico and 
hold back any new investment until Echeverria is out of 
office in December. 

In  the three days since Echeverria ' s  speech, there have 
been widespread and increasing p ledges of support for his 
government and programs from worker, peasant and 
government forces . The progressive press has particularly 

. emphasized that Echeverria ' s  war against the right can only 
be won through an international forces which aims for imme
diate implementation of the New World Economic Order. 
The response has been so extensive that certain press and 
union figures have already compared E cheverria 's  call to 
that made by populist president Lazaro Cardenas in 1 937-38 
to mobilize mass forces behind his program to nationalize 
Mexican oi l .  

Compatriots : 

I have, by the Constitution and in practice, the highest 
political responsibility in the country, and, until  the end, I 
will keep speaking the truth with impartiality and frankness 
to the great popular niajorities who elected me. 

There was a clandestine meeting in  Monterrey a few weeks 
ago. You had to give a secret password to enter . 

At the meeting the economic powers pulled together great 
amounts of money to pay for injurious ads and surreptitious 
campaigns now being launched in many parts of the country. 

When the regime of Salvador Allende (the late Chilean 
. President - ed. ) fell ,  these same anti-Mexicans decided that 

the same should happen here in Mexico,  that they should 
begin to destabilize the regime .  These groups are most 
concerned with imitating in their work. their psychology 
and their family life the most decadent models of the great 
consumption society which we live next to . Now they are 
buying real estate in Texas, in California and in Florida. 
They are partisans and supporters of company unions . Their 
children now ride around in  bullet-proof cars for fear of the 
people. 

This is a tiny p lutocratic and pro�fascist minority which 
wants to break the increasing and self-critical rhythm of the 
Mexican Revolution. 

That is the political explanation for that Monterrey 
meeting. Let no one feel offended. If anyone wants to sit and 
reflect a bit about these themes, go right ahead. 

When we said in our electoral campaign that the country 
should advance and go forward, we were referring to the way 
to overcome the divisions of the world, the imperial 
struggles. We spoke Qf an unjust war in the last century by 
which we lost half of our national territory. And when that 
war was over, there were sti l l  those in the neighboring 
country to the north who asked, " Why not also take Baja 
California. or all the northern states ,  including Nueva Leon, 
or even the whole country? " 



Also in the past century, after al l  that, some traitorous 
Mexicans who lost the war of the Reforma, went off to bring 
us an Austrian emperor from the House of Hapsburg . 

The historical process brought us ,  exactly six years ago, 
face to face with the dilemma of infantile groups or groups 
serving the great foreign-influenced economic interests or 
groups supported by certain embassies and other forces at 
the service of foreign interests. 

This is the political reality. We should not fool ourselves by 
. thinking otherwise. Let not courtesy and democratic co
existen<;e prevent us from thinking abou the historical truth 
whic.h extends into these days that we live. 

Now, after what ' s  happened in Argentina, these same 
groups think that something similar should happen in 
Mexico. The world is deeply divided, and if we don't act with 
profound Mexican nationalism to defend our interests, now 
and in the future the anti-Mexican elements trying to stop 
Mexico' s  independent drive forward wi l l  gain strength. 

This time they haven' t  found an Almazan (reactionary 
general of the Cardenas period - ed. )  for the presidential 
elections . They will never find a Pinochet (Chilean dictator 
- ed. )  in Mexico. 

We have informed these groups of the "subversive little 
campaign" and today we repeat with all the nation, that 
instead of foreign links, they should have links with Mexico 
and feelings for the Mexicans . There must ·be a greater 
identification between rich man and poor man in Mexico, if 
there is to be a feeling of Mexicanism and national in
dependence. We told them the same thing six years ago 
when they were provoking violence.  We told them in Mon
terrey, in Guadalajara and in this c ity. 

Many acts of violence have been taking place. For them it 
is a suicidal attitude they have assumed. They do not un
derstand the current of history. 

And in the face of the modest achievements of this 
government in political and economic matters, they rigidily 
persist, with a socially negative attitude which is very 
clerical but hardly Christian, in scorning or disrupting the 
advances of the Mexican people, who are struggling to break 
the bounds of poverty and oppresssion. 

With a little more talent and foresight they would realize 
that a more liberal policy. like that of the more evolved social 
democracies. would be to cooperate with these modest 
achievements which are sought within democracy. A policy 
of pro-fascist terror will get us nowhere. We will continue 
responding to the provocations with analysis .  with dialogue. 
and with open meetings. 

In 1 968, there were. to be sure. student protests which could 
be explained by the closed structures or the profound 
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economic differences which we live in.  At the same time that 
many of these demonstrations had a progressive spirit 
though. the oligarchic sector of Mexico provided surrep
titious aid to drive some immature groups to criminal ex
tremes. thus trying to provoke a hard reaction from the 
government. They financed some groups which went over
board in their criminal and provocative attitudes.  And this is 
also the destabilizing tactic ,  as they call it.  which uses 
propaganda and proposals of a foreign origin to subvert, here 
and in the world. government tasks which have nothing but 
l iberalizing aims . 

I declare in the most categorical fashion - at this moment 
nearly the end of this government - that if the social 
margination process continues to increase in the cities. 
violence will proliferate no matter how many armored cars 
are used . There will be nothing to stop social explosions if we 
do not adopt more j ust attitudes from the standpoint of un
derstanding the problems of today. or. so that some people 
understand me. more Christian attitudes,  attitudes more in 
harmony with their Sunday religious practices, practices 
which they deny in their offices and their buffets throughout 

the week as they deal with the people and the workers and 
their "desarrollista" model ( Brazilian policy of the right 
wing-ed . )  which can bring on so many problems of an ex
plosive nature for the future. 

We must continue to appeal to democratic criteria of 
dialogue and equilibrium . We must know that the great 
material wealth which leads to arrogance in all aspects of life 
is not the most important thing, know that in l ife there are 
spiritual values. cultural values, national interests , that we 
cannot as they did in the great crisis-ridden and decadent 
capitalist nations . confuse our means with our ends, that man 
is the transmitter of values which. in the best of philosophies, 
give him dignity and responsibility. That there are grave 
inj ustices. due to population growth. unjust traditional form
s .  and colonial mentality. which are not going to stop popular 
explosions and are going to begin to sweep away those of the 
clandestine meetings if these people  do not come to their 
senses. if they continue to squander the surplus value of their 
workers in numerous newspaper ads and propaganda 
carried out by foreign news agencies.  

Having said this .  I invite everyone to let us reflect 
serenely. self-critically. for a couple of hours , that funds 
should be invested in Mexico. that few countries enjoy the 
guarantees and liberties which exist in this one, that we still 
maintain an attitude of dialogue. of analysis of our problems. 
We think that this could still be the common denomina.tor for 
the great majority of Mexicans who want social justice with 
dignity, with respect for the cultural and spiritual values of 
man. 
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The Energy Hoax 

The Nader Connection 

The energy policies of al l  leading contenders for the 
Democratic nomination for President not accidentally 
converge on incompetent " conservation" and energy "in
dependence" schemes.  Most of these "Mickey Mouse 
politicians" are merely fronting for Wall Street 's  money
lenders , who have consented to advise them on such matters . 
In most cases, the candidates have merely adopted without a 
change of word the formulations devised to j ustify techno
logical ly retrogress ive ,  ecologica l ly  d isastrous and 
politically fascist programs originated by the Rockefeller 
and Harriman-allied financier think-tanks ,  and widely cir
culated by Wall Street-controlled mass media.  

Thus where we find Jimmy Carter and Rep.  Morris Udall 
(D-Ariz)  exhibiting "environmental concern" by pushing 
"zero-growth" schemes for energy conservation ( solar, 
wind, tide, shale oil, coal ,  and capture contraptions designed 
to excite a medieval alchemist ) ,  we also find Vice President 
Nelson Rockefeller resurrecting his $800 bil l ion Energy In
dependence Authority to put such schemes on a paying basis 
of slave-labor "energy camps" in the coal beds and tar 
sands ; and we find leading fascist non-candidate Sen. Hubert 
Humphrey (D-Minn) inventing legislation to provide pools of 
labor for those camps .  

Otherwise, any Democratic Party candidate who might be 
presumed a "free agent" on energy pol icy is  s imply ignorant 
of those issues which must be properly posed and answered 
- the necessary economic growth rate for human survival 
before one can place a competent energy resource 
development policy before the electorate.  On a scientific 
basis ,  the U .S .  Labor Party has proven that only fusion 
power's d�velopment can ensure human survival through the 
remainder of this century, and the lightning speed with which 
Soviet-led research has produced break-throughs toward 
CTR technology has now fully establi shed the feasibility of 
such human survival ,  of the ecologically-essential' industrial 
development associated with it. 

Wall Street's puppet-mastery over the Mickey Mouse 
presidential , hopefuls, however, is only part of the bankers ' 
effo�ts to smother the fusion-based development perspective 
and befuddle both the working class and industrialists on the 
energy question. Under the personal orchestration of the 
corporatist Ralph Nader, a massive public campaign against 
nuclear power in general has been launched,  using the widely 
acknowledged dangers of fission plant proliferation to 
promote zero-growth energy plans . Last week, the IPS 
weekly exposed a significant campaign operation, the zero
growth nonsense of Barry Commoner. Here we outl ine the 
content of the anti-energy development campaign of Ralph 
Nader. 

Nader's Anti-Fission 

Ralph Nader' s  anti-nuclear power campaign is designed to 
maximize confusion on the energy issue in the working class. 
and to maximize both confusion and paralysis in the nuclear, 
aerospace and other energy-related industries in order to 
delay action on the fusion alternative now broadly favored by 
:lpecialists in those areas .  Nader's  operations on Wall 

Street ' s  behalf go well beyond the energy issue, of course ; in 
a l l  cases however, they are designed to emphasize confusion, 
the spread of zero-growth nonsense on important issues, and 
the furtherance of corporatist ( i . e . ,  fascist) forms of 
organization and " comm unity action. "  Nader 's  growing 
operation against competent energy program is ap
propriately being conducted through a ghastly assortment of 
" social activist" cults and projects gathered around the 
notion that " Small  is Beautifu l"  - in one form or another, 
the historic " local control" premise of a l l  fascist movements. 

Nader's  current campaign against fission power is 
scheduled to hit 12 states this year with zero-growth anti
nuc lear nonsense, and wil l  include referendums in at least 
the states of Oregon, Michigan, Missouri, and California. In 
New York, he enjoys the collaboration of Rep. Bella Abzug 
(D-N .Y . ) ,  and of the founder of the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration (LEAA) former Attorney General 
Ramsey Clark, in efforts to close down all three Indian Point 
(N .Y . ) nuclear power p lants and ram through legislation 
which would ban new fission p lant construction for five 
years . In California, he has the support of Gov. Gerry Brown, 
ex-SDS police agent Tom Hayden, most recently a Senatorial 
candidate, and a host of other known counterinsurgency 
celebrities .  

I t  is in California that Nader' s  anti-fission operations 8_ t:" 
most advanced. It is also in California that the avowedly 
fascist character of the operation is most vividly evident to 
even the apolitical non-analyst. 

The California Operation 

On June 8, Californians will  vote on Nader' s  Proposition 1 5 ,  
which would simply shut a l l  fission p lants in the state down. 
His national umbrella organization, the Public Interest 
Research Group (PIRG ) has sought to coalesce all of the 
state' s  variegated environmental ,  anti-fission, religious nut 
and zero-growth cultlets around the Proposition 1 5  vote , and 
used them as a battering ram against more respectable 
forces . The score of public hearings held already throughout 
the State on the proposition have been packed with Nader 's  
well-funded zero-growth cultists to shout down al l  competent 
testimony on the disastrous effects of Proposition 1 5  passage. 

The seamy underside of the campaign is expo�ed in 
Nader's use of the self-styled religious sect known as the 
Creative Initiatives Foundation (CIF)  to spearhead the 
California campaign. The condition for membership in this 
hideous cult is  one ' s  submission to ritualistic behavior
modification types of "attack therapy" to eliminate all 
impulses toward creative initiatives .  The political front 
organization of the CIF being used in the Nader anti-fission 
campaign is the so-called Proj ect Survival ,  with a reported 
23 chapters around the state. Project S urvival activists -
zombified to the extent of "being worth ten of your ordinary 
volunteer" - have almost singlehandedly generated the 
momentum of the Nader campaign in California .  The CIF
Proj ect Survival is heavily funded by Nader 's  outfit and is 
only one of the many " volunteer" groups so financed by' 
Nader.  



The most celebrated recent victims of CIF -conducted 
menticide in the anti-fi ss ion connection are three manage
ment-level nuclear engineers formerly associated with 
General E lectric 's  San Jose, California facilities. All  three 
men resigned amid great publicity, denouncing all nuclear 
power p lants as unsafe and a danger to humanity. One of the 
men only a week earlier had documented and certified the 
safety of one fission p lant in sworn testimony before govern
ment authorities in Washington, D . C .  Upon his resignation, 
he denounced that fission p lant, too, as unsafe . 

As became known, all three men and their wives had been 
members of the CIF cult for five years . What had transpired 
in the week before their resignations were CIF "attack 
therapy" ego-stripping sessions with these men and their 
wives, from which all emerged in the mental-vegetable 
double-speak condition exhibited in their resignation press 
statements . 

Behind these criminal occurrences was not only Nader' s  
Proposition 1 5  effort in California, but  a drive to  capture the 
nation' s  religious community as a whole for fascist energy 
programs.  The CIF has long functioned as a faction within 
the National Council of Churches.  As a self-styled "pure 
ecumenicism" sectlet in a battle for hegemony with more 
s inful Christian sorts ,  CIF members have acted to take over 
numerous national-level NCC study groups and political 
discussion bodies for largely pro-fascist counterinsurgency 
purposes, with special emphasis on the anti-nuclear power 
issue as the key to "salvation . "  The zombification of the 
California nuclear engineers was t imed to coincide with an 
Atlanta national convention of the National Counci l  of 
Churches, which a day before the resignations was on the 
verge of rej ecting as incompetent an anti-fission proposal 
proferred by one CIF -controlled study group . 

In 1 974, the CIA-connected anthropologist Margaret Mead 
and zero-growth advocate Rene Dubos had put their  names to 
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the elF 's  " Statement on the P lutonium Economy,"  
denouncing p lutonium's  use  in fission reactors and preaching 
a return to the wild state . That document, known as the " Red 
Book " among NCC insiders, was in process of being 
discredited as the basis for an official  position by the 
National Council  of Churches on the energy crisis ,  when the 
California resignations occured. With the aid of a sudden trip 
to Atlanta by the three unemployed engineers, the fascist 
zero-growth contents of the CIF " Red Book" were sub
sequently rai lroaded through the convention, officially 
committing the church body to endorse and support Nader 
anti-nuclear campaigns across the nation. 

Such an issue-based takeover of the NCC by the CIF was 
not the fortuitous result of merely outside help from Ralph 
Nader. The CIF's  tactics are consciously based on 
sophisticated counterinsurgency models developed by CIA
related think-tanks , and their proposals within the NCC had 
the advantage of coherence with the proto-fascist "com
munity action" environment developed by the FBI, Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration and National 
Security Counci l  throughout those social betterment layers 
into which church activists are wont to step upon their 
decision to seek "relevance . "  

I n  fact,  the several leading famil ies inhabiting the CIF's 
$500 ,000 national headquarters in Portola Valley, California 
are professors at Stanford University associated with the 
notorious Stanford Research Institute - developers of 
several of the psychological and sociological models upon 
wh i ch numerous counterinsurgency proj ects within the U.S .  
have been based, as wel l  as the  " programmed" features of 
the CIA and FBI ' s  more hideous aversive behavior 
modifi cation (brainwashing) techniques.  It is  of such stuff 
that Ralph Nader's assorted "public interest" campaigns 
are made. 
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The Destruction of the Cities 
The bankers who hold the major portion of the $225 billion 

in outstanding state and municipal debt are now demanding 
a second wave of social service cutbacks to maintain the 
" value" of their paper. The impact of these cuts must be 
judged not only in relation to the danger done by last year's  
austerity, but decades of  cheating on necessary social ser
vice costs - unbuilt subway systems and sewage and water 
lines . shoddy public housing, inadequate health facilities and 
school systems, antiquated public buildings, and so forth . 

For years these defic its have accumulated with only a 
relatively marginal apparent effect on the populations . Over 
the last several months , there have been signs of an im
manent total breakdown of urban life support systems as 
reflected in an increase in death rates in the urban centers . 
At this point. places such as New York have passed the point 
in this looting process beyond which a total breakdown into 
social and ecological holocaust can occur at any time. 
Populations in such areas are living on borrowed time. Under 
existing conditions , any additional c utbacks or series of 
cutbacks can serve to trigger that collapse.  Cutting the "fat" 
out of budgets in reality means cutting into the bone of un
dercapitalized cities, insuring their rapid destruction as 
human life-support systems and concomitant pandemics of 
infectious disease. 

But even if no additional cutbacks are made. the failure to 
immediately repair the damage done by years of debt 
repayment by restoring services to 1971 levels at a minimum 
creates the conditions where such external factors as 
worldwide pandemics of infecitous disease can trigger the 
accelerating holocaust in U . S .  urban centers . 

What infra structural development took place in the cities 

in the post-World War I I  period occurred at the expense of a 
growing burden of debt service on cash revenues.  States and 
localities in the industrial belts of the country were forced to 

pay for education. health care. and the other soc ial services 

which are the basis of skilled and semi-skilled labor. Since 

sales.. and business taxes never kept up with the cost of the 
nece;sary expenditures in an environment of monetary infla

tion. the states and localities were forced to saddle them

selves with the interest costs of long-term bonded debt . A 
glance at state and municipal debt tables points up the 
correlation between debt and development : the major por
tion of outstanding debt is held by states and local ities in the 

midwestern industrial belt. the region from Boston to Wash
ington along the East Coast. and the southern rim stretching 

from the southeastern states through Texas to California .  
In these same urban centers live the majority of the skil led 

workforce of the U .S .  - the heart of the skilled labor power of 
the advanced sector. It is this skilled workforce that is now 
threatened with imminent destruction by the bankers' rape 
of the cities . 

The growth of the debt never corresponded to an equivalent 

expansion of real services.  New York City ' s  $ 1 3 . 2  bi llion debt 

and the $8 bil lion "moral obligation" debt of the state con
struction agencies created by then New York Gov. Nelson 

Rockefeller was largely the product of construction boon
doggles erected on top of the most inflated real estate values 
in the world - for decades one of the most profitable invest
ment outlets of the New York banks .  Outdoing Rockefeller's 
Albany Mall .  the city of Montreal has incurred a $900 million 
deficit over the last year for the construction of an historic 
boondoggle - the Olympic Games site - cancelling the 
much needed expansion of the sewage and subway system to 
help foot its bills . 

Cities like New York . Newark, Balt imore and Washington 
D . C .  have had to foot the additional bill for an ever-growing 
welfare population, men and women thrown on the scrap
heap as a result of the stagnation of the productive economy 
from the 1 957 recession onwards.  At the end of 1 973 states and 
local governments were spending U . 5  per cent of their 
budgets on welfare . the second highest allotment after 
education. compared with around 5 per cent during the mid-
1 950s .  Outstanding debt spiralled upward from $44 billion at 
the end of 1955 to $ 1 88 billion by the end of 1 973 .  

From the end of 1 973 onwards.  debt has exploded to over 
$225 bil lion outstanding. In at least two states , Maryland and 
Connecticut, state legislatures have issued reports on the 
expontential growth of debt in recent years - and the 
growing looting of cash revenues to pay debt services. In the 
town of Waterbury . Connecticut. a former m etal, rubber, and 
aerospace center which never fully recovered from the last 
depression, 28  per cent of the budget now goes to debt-related 
payments . In Canada municipal and provincial borrowing 
abroad increased from $500 mi llion in 1 973 to $ 1 . 5  billion in 
1 974 to $3 .5  bil lion in 1 975. The reason for this explosion is not 
"profligate" spending. but a self-feeding process in which the 
growth of debt service costs as a proportion of the budget, to
gether with inflation. and the growing costs of welfare and 
unemployment. on top of a general contraction of revenues, 
leads to ever expanding deficits and more borrowing - and 
the further aggravation of this cycle.  

Austerity is No Solution 
In New York City. the Big MAC " solution" has aggravated 

this process to the point where in the last three months of this 
fiscal year, the amount of debt service that the city must pay 
out, if one inc ludes the repayment of the federal loans due by 
June 30, wi l l  amount to nearly 80 per cent of all locally 
collected city revenues ' 

After a year of Big MAC rule. New York C ity is the living 
example of austerity-induced financial  and economic break
down . Even from a cost accounting standpoint, budget cuts 
have proved insane. Michael Maye. head of the Uniformed 
Firefighters Assoc iation, said recently that fire protection is 
"costing us more now . "  The reduction of the force by more 
than 2i per cent from its peak of 1 1 ,000 two and half years ago 
is directly respons ible for the increase of multiple alarm 
fires in the c ity and delays in answering alarms,  resulting 
in.i uries,  and deaths .  In  ghetto neighborhoods.  in particular. 
austerity is  murdering scores in " apartment funerals , "  
while entire blocks of s lum housing are  now routinely lost to 



fires .  
Until now most cities have refrained from cutting fire 

protection and other life-support services,  but the in
tensification of budget crises is putting an end to that 
restraint. In Boston , Mayor Kevin White recently announced 
a new round of municipal layoffs to c lose the $33 million 
deficit, declaring that firemen and policemen were no longer 
" sacrosanct" the city 's  572 announced layoffs include 1 1 8 
firemen and 1 36 policemen. 

The Triaging of Health Services 
The cutbacks in health care pose an i m mediate threat to 

lives and are paving the way for major pandemics . This is 
horrifyingly the case in the southeast,  where the level of 
public health care is abysmally low to begin with and the 
resistance of the population to disease even lower.  In  North 
Carolina, health cutbacks are being dealt to a population 
whose protein consumption is at a seven year low . Add to that 
the effects of the speedup-based " recovery" of the textile 
industry in the Carolinas and the collapse of living standards 
of the chronically unemployed black workforce and this 
provides a rough approximation of the susceptibility of the 
population to disease. An article in the March 26 Raleigh 
News and Observer broke the story about the existence of 
" isolated" cases of swine flu in the southeastern states of 
Virginia, Mississippi , Florida, and possibly North Carolina. 
The spread of venereal disease, the most publicized health 
concern in North Carolina, is  a product of both the collapse of 
the moral fabric of society under depression conditions and 
the simultaneous eros ion of health standards .  According to 
the Human Resources Secretary for the state, North Carolina 
is experiencing the highest rate of gonorrhea in its history. 
Thirty per cent of all high school students wil l  have one case 
of the disease - it is hitting even 1 1  and 12 year olds.  The rate 
of syphillis has nearly doubled since 1 969 .  Without adequate 
treatment, the disease could permanently impair large 
portions of the youth population. 

Under such conditions it is c lear that mooted hospital 
closings and medicaid cutoffs will quickly lead to the 
threshold for major health emergencies .  In  Virginia one of 
the major hospitals in the state faces this loss of ac
creditation if the proposed budget is adopted, and, as a 
consequence, the Medical College of Virginia is faced with a 
loss of funds . There have been at elast two reported cases of 
elderly patients dying in the state because the welfare 
department refused to pay for the continued use of kidney 
machines that were keeping them alive.  In  South Carolina, 
where legislators have been fighting over what to cut in the 
budget, some have mooted squeezing out a four per cent raise 
for the teachers and state employees by postponing the 
planned construction of the state' s  second medical school and 
a new hospital affiliated with the medical school .  

There are major health cutbacks planned for the northern 
industrial states including Michigan, I ll inois ,  Maryland , New 
York and the most populated Canadian provinces . In New 
York City, where the next round of health cuts is s lated for 
mental health, the city 's  Health and Hospital Corporation 
warned that the cuts would turn the city into " snake pit ' 76 ."  
In New Jersey a state official recently warned that the 
proposed layoff of 500 mental health workers would produce 
"chaos" in the mental hospitals and reverse the effort to 
" upgrade the hospitals ,  and to begin providing a staff that 
will make our institutions more than j ust custodial . "  One of 
the centers that is s lated for c losing is the only facility for 
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treating seriously disturbed children in the state. These 
announced cuts, like the "tightening up" of the welfare rolls 
throughout the U .S .  and Canada, reflect a decision to 
abandon these sectors of the population 

The Garbage Piles Up 
Apart from this direct attack on health care, cutbacks in 

sanitation and sewage are creating the breeding grounds for 
the uncontrollable spread of disease.  The outbreak of typhoid 
fever in St .  Gabriel ,  Quebec,  in mid-March dramatically 
i l lustrates the dangers of underinvestment . The outbreak 
was preceded by a severe epidemic of gastroenteritis in late 
January which weakened the population' s  resistance. 
Medical authorities traced this outbreak to breaks in the 
city's aqueducts and the lack of water filtration facilities. 
" But all this would not have occurred had the town had a 
water filtration plant ,"  one doctor said.  

Cutbacks in regular sanitation service pose no less of a 
threat .  In all  cities where budget crises have hit there have 
been substantial reductions in the collection of garbage. In 
Detroit, Mayor Coleman Young' s  proposed cuts would lead to 
a 30 per cent reduction in the force .  In New York City the 
sanitation force has been reduced by 20 per cent and 
collections have been reduced to three and two times a week 
from six and three times a week. The heavier reductions of 
service in ghetto areas - on top of sharp reduction of rat 
control and other preventive program s  - is not a black and 
Puerto Rican issue ; it is sufficient to note that most of the 
food coming into New York City travels through the South 
Bronx to suggest the potential for catastrophe from cutting 
back services in one area of the city.  

The rise in uncollected refuse is only one part of the New 
York story. The reduction in the sanitation department's 
maintenance staff from 1 100 to 850 has prepared the way for 
breakdown of the entire syste m .  Cutbacks in regular 
maintenance of expensive garbage trucks and other costly 
equipment has led to greater breakdowns . As a result, 
operational trucks are overworked and more subject to 
breakdown. Total " downtime" is  rising faster than ever 
before . The number of operational trucks has dropped from 
1 , 630 out of 1 ,900 in February 1 975 to 1 ,200 out of 1 ,850 in 
February 1 976 .  The five-year " life expectancy" of the gar
bage trucks is rapidly approaching three ; under those 
standards , 40-50 per cent of the trucks on the street are now 
operating over " life expectancy . "  Highly expensive equip
ment is being run into the ground to save a few dollars a day. 

This kind of cheating on maintenance and new capital will 
cost l ives. New York 's  City Planning Commission released 
the next capital budget with the proviso that the funding was 
inadequate and that some bridges and other structures might 
have to be restricted to light traffic to avoid a major disaster. 
The Transit Authority claims that cutbacks in subway 
repairs have been minor and have been compensated for by 
productivity gains ; service has been cut back, but the quality 
is the same ! 

Destruction of Education 
One of the reasons that school budgets have been the first 

to be chopped nationally is that education appears less in
d ispensible than fire or police protection, but the result of 
these cuts is no less than the destruction of the most ad
vanced labor power in the world - on which the recovery and 
expansion of the world economy depends .  The insanity of 
these cuts is seen dramatically in the new onslaught in 
Boston and Seattle, which are centers of technologically 
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advanced industries - in this case, electronics and 
aerospace . If implemented , the new cuts mean that the 
highly skiJIed workforce wiJI not be reproduced. 

In Boston, as in Baltimore, Montreal , and other cities 
where busing was made an issue by RAND Coorporation 
operatives , the school closings and reorganizations are going 
on behind the smokescreen of desegregation . In Seattle, the 
latest proposal is calls for the closing of five elementary 
schools and consolidation of two others and the assignment of 
principals to teach at six otfiers . 

The above trend was set in New York City where the more 
than 20 per cent cutbacks in the workforce has involved the 
forced reassignment of specialized teachers to classes where 
they cannot use their capabi lities .  Throughout the gutted 
system under-utilization and waste have become the norm. 
Yards , gyms, and other facilities go unused because there is 
no money for repairs . Overall budget cuts have led to the 
contraction of curriculum , eliminating science, art, music 
and other "electives" ;  and the " mainstreaming" of han
dicapped children and students needing remedial work into 
regular classes . A report commissioned by the American 
Federation of Teachers showed that in late October 1 975 the 
New York City schools were increasingly becoming mere 
custodial institutions. 

. 

This destruction of education has not been reserved for 
urban systems. New Jersey residents who fled Newark for 
the suburbs of East Orange are now faced with a 50 per cent 
slash in teaching staff. 

In Chicago Mayor Daley's  hand-picked school superin
tendent has pushed through a scheme which will cut 8 . 5  per 
cent from the salaries of all of Chicago 's  42,000 school em
ployees by closing the schools eleven days early and 
eliminating five days of pay during spring vacation . The cuts 
stem from Governor Walker' s  veto of an emergency ap
propriation for school aid last fall .  

In early February, the North Carolina state board of 
education chairman warned that even a one per cent across 
the board reduction "would disrupt the public school system 
more than ever before in the history of North Carolina . "  Over 
the last six months the press has called attention to the 
decline of the system : the Mecklenberg County (Charlotte) 

task force on reading says that 40 to 53,000 Mecklenburg 
residents cannot pass basic reading and spelling tests . The 
average reading scores of sixth graders is nine months below 
the norm . Forty-six per cent of the high school graduates 
tested at a Charlotte community college were below twelfth 
grade level ; 25 per cent of those tested were at or below 
eighth grade level. Of the adults tested over the last three 
years , around 30 per cent read at third grade levels or below. 
These are the rates which prevail amon� the tested 
population. 

Outstanding Debt, State plus Municipal 
(national total plus selected states, 
m i l l io n s  of d o l l a rs) 

-

1957 1973 

Total 
Alabama 
California 
Connecticut 
District of Columbia 
Florida 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kentucky 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Nevada 
New Jersey 
New York 
North Carolina 
Ohio 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
South Carolina 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Virginia 
Washington 

53,223 
606 

4 ,568 
1 , 125 

85 
1 , 269 

96 
3 , 1 52 

804 
326 
459 

2 ,286 
1 ,850 

66 
2 ,268 
9 ,765 

814  
2 ,651 

460 
3 , 543 

434 
963 

2 ,948 
841 

1 ,335 

.J 88,485 
2,951 

18 ,569 
4 ,413 
1 ,420 
5,052 

1 90 
8 ,633 
2 ,549 
1 , 1 1 0  
3 ,470 
6,431 
6 ,964 

526 
7 ,082 

33,589 
! ;042 
7 ,269 
1 ,984 

1 1 , 837 
1 , 373 
3 ,286 
9 ,613  
2,926 
5,059 
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The J FK Hit :  The Rockefeller-Buckley Connection 

b y  Scott Thompson 
WASHINGTON, D . C .  April 3 ( I P S )  - The Big Lie efforts cur
rently underway to pin the assassination of  President John F .  
Kennedy o n  Cuban Premier Fidel Castro contradict every 
hard fact known about the 1 963 slaying of  the president. 

U. S. Labor Party presidential candidate Lyndon H. 
LaRouche, Jr. ,  conclusively established in a New Solidarity 
special feature in December 1 975 that the Wall Street and 
right-wing m ilitary and intelligence community factions 
dominated by Nelson Rockefeller were responsible for the 
Warren Com mission cover-up of the K ennedy assassination. 
These same Rockefeller-aligned interests were also the only 
group which would benefit suffic iently from President 
Kennedy' s  death to resort to such a high-risk political tactic 
as assassination. Furthermore , they were the only ones with 
a sufficient control over government agencies and the media 
to cover up their crime.  

The primary motive driving Rockefeller and Co. was their 
need to maintain control over U . S .  foreign and domestic 
policy machinery which, as an invisible government, they 
traditionally had dominated no matter who was president or 
what party was " in  power. " After the 1 963 Bay of Pigs fiasco, 
which was engineered by operatives of the Rockefeller invis
ible government, President Kennedy had launched a cam
paign to take over the entire Rockefeller apparat - from the 
policy-formulating " think tanks" to the policy implementa
tion means represented by the mil itary and intelligence com
munity. 

Rocky Floats Castro Big Lie 
Cover Story 

The Castro Big Lie story was first floated by Nelson Rocke
feller' s  Commission on CIA Domestic Activities last year. 
According to an Associated Press story in  March, the Execu
tive Director of the Rockefeller Commission.  David Belin, 
provided Sen. Richard Schweiker (D-Pa . )  with CIA docu
ments that implied a possible link between Castro and the 
Kennedy assassination based upon the statem ents of a Cuban 
defector. In leaking the documents to AP, Belin indicated 
that the Warren Commiss ion had access to the same docu
ments but had ignored them .  Ironically ,  Belin ,  who was also 
Chief Investigator of the Warren Com m ission, had just 
written an absolution of the Warren Com m ission ' s  " lone 
assassin" and magical "s ingle bullet theory" for William F .  
Buckley's National Review Magazine o f  Feb .  6 .  

Virtually every spokesman for t h e  Big  L i e  Castro line i s  
connected t o  the crime o r  i t s  cover-up.  Exemplary of this are 
the sources used by Sen. Schweiker for his Senate Intel
ligence Committee investigation of the assassination . Sch
weiker began his inquiry with the proclamation that the 
Warren Commission report would "col lapse like a house of 
cards , "  but he soon found himself,  as  he put it ,  " walking 
down it hall of mirrors" created by his  main sources in the 
Central Intelligence Agency and the F ederal Bureau of In
vestigation. 

At that point. right-wing Rockefeller ally Clare Booth Luce 
stopped in with a tale linking Castro to the Kennedy assas
s ination . According to a March 19 expose in New Times 
magazine, Luce received her " evidence "  from Cuban exiles 

- Gusanos - whose pirate raids into Cuba were financed by 
her own pin money at a t ime when President Kennedy had 
declared such acts illegal. 

The line that " Castro ki l led Kennedy" is merely a vari
ation on the 1 2-year-old psychological  warfare creation that 
Lee Harvey Oswald was a " Communist . " Immediately after 
the assassination , the Luce-owned Life magazine floated this 
m yth by printing a front-page p icture of Oswald wielding the 
" m urder weapon" along with a copy of the Militant, a-weekly 
newspaper published by police-controlled, phony " left" 
group «the Socialist Workers Party - SWP) which Oswald 
had infi ltrated. Again in March 1964 ,  William Buckley wrote 
a column which depicted Oswald as a Soviet KGB agent.  
Buckley's source appears to have been his long-time friend 
and fellow CIA associate, E .  Howard Hunt . 

Buckley, "Extra-CIA" Responsible 
for Assassination 

While the question of who personally fired the shots that 
k i lled President Kennedy will  not be finally solved until after 
the U . S .  Labor Party enters the White House, there is now 
definitive evidence implicating associates of right-wing 
Rockefeller flunky William F. Buckley Jr. as those char jed 
by the " invisible government" with responsibility for setting 
up the assassination. 

Many of the leaders of this  Buckley " E xtra-CIA , "  such as 
Miles Copeland, James Burnham ,  and E .  Howard Hunt, have 
been directly employed by the CIA or other intelligence 
agencies .  Their shock troops include strings of mercenaries, 
trained assassins,  terrorists,  drug-runners, and various cast
offs from scores of Latin A merican and Eastern European 
dictatorships . 

These Buckley "Extra-CIA" elements most active in the 
Kennedy assass ination got their  start as an ad hoc "Anti
Com m unist Caribbean Legion" which had long terrorized 
Latin America in the name of the Rockefeller family's  Stan
dard Pil and United Fruit combine.  Later this band of 
marauders formed the core group in the Bay of Pigs inva
sion,  out of which the Kennedy assassination flowed.  

E vidence presented in the carefully documented Coup 
d'Etat in America, which has been blacked out, implicates 
Buckley " Extra-CIA" man E. Howard Hunt as field coor
dinator of the assassination. Despite his cultivated Water
gate " bungler" image, Hunt was one of the invisible govern
ment's  top covert operations specialists . Hunt, for example, 
directed the Caribbean Legion' s  1 953  coup against the pro
Soviet Arbenz government in G uatemala on orders from 
United Fruit ' s  CIA proxy, Tracy Barnes .  Hunt later served 
directly under Barnes and CIA Deputy D irector of Planning 
( covert operations) R ichard Bissel l  as controller of the 
gusano " Cuban puppet government-in-exile" until the Klln
nedys forced his removal .  

After the  Bay of  Pigs ,  Hunt was  appointed special assistant 
to CIA Director Allen Dulles with primary responsibility for 
covering up the agency's  worst invasion blunders . In this  
capacity he recycled Bay of Pigs  personnel and other Agency 
" undesirables " into the newly created CIA Domestic Opera
tions Division.  Later he took charge of the Division 's  highly 
illegal covert operations section . Photographic evidence in 
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the Coup d'Etat· book suggests tiiat Hunt personally was 
present at the scene of the Kennedy assassination disguised 
as a hobo. His presence is another indication of how tightly 
the invisible government controlled the assasisination out
side the scope of formal intelligence com munity channels .  

. Who Was Lee Harvey Oswald? 
Lee Harvey Oswald, the man chosen to be " patsy" for the 

assassination, was passed through several Buckley-"Extra
CIA" networks in the course of building his phony cover as a 
" leftist. " Oswald was recruited into the intelligence com
munity after he joined the Marines in 1956 .  He received a 
crash program in Soviet culture and language studies at the 
top secret U-2 spy base in Atsugi , Japan. In September 1959 
he was suddenly given a "hardship discharge , "  allegedly be
cause of his mother's ill  health . 

Using the supposed "hardships" of finding a job and get
ting social services as a cover, the now " anti-imperialist , "  
"oppressed G I "  Oswald, within a few weeks made his way to 
the Soviet Union as part of a major infiltration operation 
jointly coordinated by the CIA and RAND , a top invisible 
government think tank . One of Oswald' s  tasks was to prepare 
for the defection of a KGB Colonel ( Soviet Intelligence Offi
cer) which he did by marrying the colonel 's  daughter. 
Marina. On his return to the U . S . ,  Oswald ' s  citizenship was 
immediately reinstated and he was reassigned to the CIA
financed Eastern European networks . 

Oswald 's  primary controller, George DeMohrenschildt, 
came from these rabidly anti-communist c ircles .  DeMohren
schildt' s White Russian family had managed Nobel Oil unti l 
the 1 9 1 7  Bolshevik Revolution. During World War II ,  George 
DeMohrenschildt worked in the Office of Strategic Services 
as well as directly under Nelson Rockefeller, who was at the 
time Western Hemisphere Intelligence Chief as Coordinator 
of Inter-American Affairs . After the war, DeMohrenschiidt 
found a cover for his continued covert activities as an em
ployee of the Buckley family's Caribbean-based Pantipec Oil 
Co. and the Venezuelan branch of the Rockefellers ' Mobil Oil 
Co. Later he founded a company which owned oil leases for 
.more than half of Cuba until after Castro 's  1 959 Cuban Revo
lution. During this period, DeMohrenschildt also worked for 
the murderous CIA-front, the Agency for International De
velopment (AID ) ,  and he was in Guatemala for the CIA coup 
there . 

" DeMohrenschiidt provided Oswald with a house job in 
Dallas in 1 962 and, most important, introduced him to his 
immediate controllers, Ruth and Michael Paine . At that 
time Michael Paine held a c lassified job in the munitions 
industry, and his wife 's  father worked for AID . In Dallas 
Oswald moonlighted as an FBI informant, a job which he 
held until the Kennedy assassination.  

In spring 1 963,  Oswald was sent to New Orleans to build up 
his cover as a " Com munist . "  There he worked with Guy 
Banister to create a branch of the Socialist Workers Party ' s  
" Fair Play for Cuba Com mittee" after obtaining a n  official 
franchise from SWP officials in New York . Banister was an 
old " Extra-CIA" member who had worked with Hunt in 
Guatemala before an assignm ent as F B I  Special Agent in 
Charge of the Chicago region . At the time he met Oswald, 
Banister was a national leader of the right-wing parami litary 
Minutemen group, controlled by the " Extra-CIA. " 

Banister's office ( located in Hunt 's  headquarters for 
Gusano paramilitary operations in New Orleans ) became the 

center of Oswald' s  Fair Play f�r Cuba Committee. Numerous 
publicity stunts were staged including a highly publicized 
Oswald " fist fight" with gusano leader Carlos Bringuier. 
Hunt Protege Bringuier directed the Student Revolutionary 
Directorate which was ousted from a dual-power role by 
Castro after Batista was overthrown. 

Banister also arranged Oswald's trip to the Soviet and 
Cuban Embassies in Mexico which coincided with Hunt' s  
return for a two-month stint t o  h i s  o l d  j o b  as Mexican CIA 
Station Chief. It was during this period that CIA took the no
torious picture of an "Oswald double" standing in front of the 
Soviet Embassy. 

In New Orleans , Oswald received paramilitarY training at 
an "Extra-CIA" Minuteman camp near Lake Ponchatrain. 
The camp was provided by associates of dispossessed Cuban 
Mafia chieftain Meyer Lansky, and earlier it was used to 
train teams for assassinating Castro, a contract which in
volved Chicago Mafioso Sam G iancana (Jack R uby's  boss) . 
One of Oswald ' s  Ponchatrain instructors was David Ferrie , 
later indicted for his role in the Kennedy assassination by 
New Orleans District Attorney Jim G arrison . 

According to information from former National Security 
Council  operative Roy Frankhouser, the Lake Ponchatrain 
camp was also used to grind out thousands of covert opera
tions trainees for Hunt 's  CIA Domestic D ivision. Many of 
these were trained as back-ups for the Kennedy assassina
tion and for a post-assassination contingency plan which 
called for the slaughter of leftists,  m ilitant trade unionists , 
and li beral congressmen. 

The Invisible Government 
Covers Up Its Crime 

The Warren Com mission R eport on the Kennedy Assas
sination is a pack of bald-faced lies .  Apart from its primary 
task to cover the invisible government is leading role in the 
assassination, the report served two additional functions. 
First, it left open ended any future cover story that was later 
found convenient from the " Big Lie" Castro line to the cover 
story of last resort that either the CIA or the Buckley "Extra
CIA" forces alone were responsible for the m urder. Second, 
the report 's  flagrant lies insidiously s erved to brainwash sec
tors of the U . S .  population into the belief that they could 
never control the " democratic" process .  

The invisible government's  main representative on the 
Warren Commission was John J. McCloy. An honorary 
Rockefeller family member, McCloy is chairman of the 
board of the Rockefeller ' s  Chase Manhattan Bank, and a 
director of the Rockefeller Foundation and United Fruit. 
McCloy is one of a handful of men whose orders far outweigh 
those of any other individual within the intelligence com
m unity. inc luding the head of the National Security Council  
who is tradtionally a Rockefeller invisible government ap
ponitee. In addition to direct control over the formal intel
ligence apparat, McCloy, et aI . , have at their disposal several 
auxiliary networks beyond the right-wing Buckley "Extra
CIA" group. 

The Rockefellers' second-ranking Commission member 
was William T. Coleman (the present S ecretary of Trans
portation) from the law firm of J. Richardson Dilworth that 
handles the Rockefeller family's  assets. Also on the Com
mission were two leading Rockefeller operatives Allen 
Dul les and Lyman Lemnitzer, who in their roles as CIA 
Director and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff respec-



tively were responsible for the Bay of Pigs fiasco. Lemnitzer 
is currently a leader in the warmongering American Security 
Council which works closely with the Buckley "Extra-CIA" 
network . Along with the American Security Council presiden
tial candidate Ronald Reagan. Lemnitzer was selected as a 
member of the Rockefeller Commission coverup . 

Other government representatives were c hosen to look for 
any final damaging leaks in the Warren Commission report 
before applying President Johnson' s  rubber stamp : then
Treasury Secretary Douglas Dil lon representing the Secret 
Service and Treasury Department' s  A lcohol. Tobacco. and 
Firearms Division. Deputy Attorney General Nicholas 
Katzenbach representing the F B I .  John McCone who was 
Dulles ' replacement as CIA Director, and Presidential 
Security Advisor McGeorge Bundy. E very one of these men 
was a ranking invisible government appointee. Di llon. for 
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example. was a senior partner in the Rockefeller banking 
satell ite . Dil lon. Reed. Brown and Co. , and was later selected 
for the Rockefeller Commission ; John McCone had won in
visible government approval a's a World War II partner of the 
C I A ' s  Bechtel Corporation which handles most major con
struction projects for Standard Oil ; and war chieftain 
McGeorge Bundy. who forced an " eye-ball to eye-ball" tactic 
on Kennedy during the 1962 Cuban missi le crisis.  

Each of the men mentioned above had at his disposal the 
means to uncover the real assassins within a matter of 
weeks .  Instead they used their intelligence networks and 
agencies (especially the FBI which was then ostensibly 
controlled by Attorney General Robert Kennedy) to_ destroy 
vital evidence.  Masses of documents were shredded. and 
witnesses were terrorized or m urdered to keep the invisible 
government and its accomplices from being brought to trial. 
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Lebanon Crisis "Desperate" for U .S . ,  Syria ; 

Left Maintains Stand in  U neasy Ceasefire 
April 3 (IPS) - A crucial test of strength is underway in 
Lebanon between the revolutionary leftist-Palestinian 
coalition and the combined forces of the U . S . ,  Syria, Israel 
and the Lebanese right in the wake of an uneven ceasefire 
accepted by both sides in the civil war April 1 .  The leftist 
forces,  holding firm after decisively crushing the NATO
backed militia of the largely Christian rightists in recent 
fighting, now face a struggle to turn their military victories 
into tangible political gains . The complex coalition. of leftists 
and Palestinians has so far maintained its cohesion despite 
intense pressure from the U . S .  and Syria, who are coor
dinating a series of threats and promises aimed at 
disorganizing the left. 

The consolidation of the leftist victory in Lebanon will fuel 
a mass strike now erupting throughout the region, including 
Israel, Jordan and Egypt, and would almost certainly topple 
the regime of NATO puppet Hafez Assad of Syria. The ripple 
effect of the Lebanese revolution has already transformed 
the entire Middle East, and prom ises to break the U . S .  
stranglehold over the immensely rich and strategic Middle 
East region. The U . S .  as a result has launched a panicky 

. effort to salvage Lebanon and prop up the crum bling regi me 
of Syrian President Assad. 

U.S . ,  Syria Losing Grip 
Running NATO diplomacy in Lebanon is  L. Dean Brown, 

the speciai envoy of President Ford hurriedly dispatched to 
Lebanon three days ago. According to sources close to the 
State

'
Department, the Brown mission was a " desperate act 

to prevent a leftist takeover, " following the collapse of the 
Lebanese right . Brown, who gained counterrevolutionary ex
perience while serving as U . S .  A mbassador to Jordan during 
"Black September" 1970 when Jordanian troops massacred 
Palestinians , was assigned the task of implementing the so
called Syrian plan, proposed by Damascus in January, which 
would make Lebanon a virtual colony of Syria.  The plan,  
which also called for paper reforms and the resignation of 
hated Lebanese President Suleiman F ranj ieh ,  an ally of the 
right, was overwhelmingly rej ected by the left last week . 

The April 1 ceasefire followed brutal threats by Syria 
against the Communist and pro-Iraq i left. In a �tatement 
issued just hours before the ceasefire, Damascus RadiO 
broadcast aT.  overt threat to invade Lebanon, noting the firm 
refusal Of the left to accede to Syrian dictates .  Syria accused 
the left of "escalating the fighting " and charged that the left 
was involved in a " conspiracy against Lebanon and the Arab 
cause. "  Therefore , "Syria is  warning them and holding them 
responsible for the consequences of their stubbornness . " At 
least 1 7 ,000 Syrian troops are massed on the Lebanese bor
der. 

The fate of the Syrian regi me hinges directly on the out
come in Lebanon. The shaky Assad dictatorship has suffered 
an unequivocal defeat in Lebanon, and there are reports that 
the pro-Iraqi forces in Damascus are set to topple Assad. 
According to the Washington Post April 2 ,  Assad ' s  security 

police arrested 200 opponents of the regim e  during the week . . 
As one Middle East expert bluntly put it : " I f  the Brown 
mission fails ,  Assad falls in 48 hours . "  The highly delicate 
and dangerous - nature of the situation is directly tied to the 
weakness of Assad ; the collapse of his regime would tempt 
the Atlanticists into an insane m ilitary adventure to block a 
mass-strike wave throughout the Middle East.  

The Soviet news agency TASS today reports that the Soviet 
government .has sent an official request to Washington ' 
demanding an explanation for the buildup of U . S .  Sixth F leet 
forces in the waters off the Lebanese coast.  

In  Washington meanwhile,  King Hussein of Jordan told 
Congress April 2 that the Syrian army was the " best police 
force" available to keep order in Lebanon. Hussein urged 
Congress to look favorably on a possible S yrian invasion of 
the country to crush the left . Hussein, who was speaking after 
a private meeting with Secretary of Sate Henry Kissinger, 
was trying to convince a skeptical  Congress to tolerate an es
calation of the Middle East conflict.  Most Congressmen and 
responsible U . S .  officials - unlike the Kissinger faction -
are opposed to any Syrian invasion, well  aware that any such 
action might trigger a chain reaction of military moves and 
countermoves which, given the unpredic'tability of the 
situation m ight lead to a U . S . -Soviet nuc lear showdown. 

In fact ,  an invasion of Lebanon b y  S yria might lead to 
exactly the result such an action would be designed to 
prevent - the fall of Assad. The prestigious London weekly, 
The Economist ,  was most explicit, saying : " If Assad decided 
to send his men to fight Lebanon' s  Mosle m s ,  his own officers 
m ight well jo in with the left wing of Syri a ' s  powerful Baath 
party to throw him out ."  Syria is thus reduced to making 
im potent threats to intervene while paralyzed and unable to 
act without gravely endangering the government ' s  stability. 

Cohesion Of The Left 
It is already apparent that the leftist forces are solidly 

resisting attempts to split their ranks by the U . S .  Brown 
mission and Syria. The chief target for pressure is Kamal 
Jum blatt, the nom inal leader of the Lebanese left, and like 
Palestinian chief Vassar Arafat,  an opportunist who can
likely be persuaded to accept Syria ' s  terms .  But the 
radicalized base of support for Jumblatt and Arafat are in no 
mood for token reforms,  and are not going to accept any com
prom ise with Syria worked out by J umblatt and Arafat. 

The nature of the ceasefire itself indicates the strength of 
the left .  Unlike past ceasefires , the leftist forces did not 
retreat from ground captured during the fighting. Further
more, the left demanded that the para m il itary Syrian forces 
now in Lebanon not participate in the peace-keeping forces, a 
measure of the extent of anti-Syrian sentiment in Lebanon. 
Various leftist spokesmen have indicated that the left has no 
intention of accepting anything less than a revolutionary re
structuring of the country' s political  syste m .  

Both the Lebanese Communist newspaper An-Nida and the 
P LO-controlled Voice of Palestine have attacked the Brown 



visit, citing Brown' s  role in the 1 970 Jordanian massacre. 
Such criticism puts the heat on Jumblatt. who met yesterday 
with Brown. Should Jumblatt move toward the Syrian 
position, expert analysts agree. his leftist supporters might 
bolt - and Jumblatt would find himself without an 
organization. 

Jumblatt, something of an historical anomaly, is the 
founder of the so-called Progressive Socialist Party and the 
leader of the Druze Moslem sect. By no m eans is Jumblatt an 
actual socialist however ; he is one of Lebanon' s  richest and 

. most powerful feudal leaders . An eccentric Hindu mystic 
who travels annually to India for a meditation , he constantly 
professes that "Ideas - and people - are rarely what they 
seem . "  ( . 

A high-level Washington source outlined the problem 
earlier this week. If Jumblatt accepts the S yrian terms,  as he 
is pressured by Brown to do, then a very uncertain situation 
will develop. Lieutenant Ahmed

· 
Khatib .  the leader of the 
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rebel Lebanese Arab Army of regular Army deserters, might 
bolt leaving Jumblatt virtually powerless . On the other hand, 
should Khatib. a fervent nationalist. support Jumblatt, the 
Iraqis will  reportedly pull all their forces out of the left coali
tion, precipitating a crisis that could give the pro-Iraqi 
Lebanese forces complete control of the left. Further com
plicating the situation is  the Palestinian position. It i� in this 
complex web of Byzantine forces that NATO and Assad are 
trying to maneuver to break up the unity of the left. 

Such a scenario was described by several thinktank 
sources in New York and Washington this week, including an 
ex-RAND Corp. analyst. He predicted a long extended period 
of complicated negotiations , with interminable talk$ ,  in
termittent fighting, Syrian threats, I sraeli threats , and U.S.  
mediation over a stretch of weeks or months - a scenario for 
wearing down the left. Over such a long-term period, NATO 
porate the mass strike sentiment that is now cohering the 
Communist and pro-Iraqi-dominated left. 
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laRouche Denounces C hurc h  Committee As Hoax 
PARIS ,  March 29 (IPS) - The fact of a current " black 
propaganda" operation against the French Gaullists , con
duited partially through the Paris daily Nouvel Observateur.  
prompted U . S .  Presidential  candi date Lyndon H .  
LaRouche. J r .  t o  issue what he described as a " long-sim
mering" denunciation of the " Senate Church Committee 
investigations hoax. " 

"In this case. the current Paris ' black propaganda' job 
against the Gaullists , the operation directly overlaps with the 
' black propaganda' 'KGB agents of influence' hoax against 
the Labor Parties conduited through the Washington Pos t.  
The Nouvel Observateur piece also includes a crucial con
tribution from

"
ex-CIA ' operative Philip Agee, One of the 

scoundrels several times directly involved in conduiting of 
lying slanders against the U . S .  Labor Party . "  LaRouche 
qualified. 

"Otherwise , "  he added . "I have j ust been up to my ears 
with the criminal way in which Kissinger and other forces 
have been exploiting the Church Comm ittee antics to destab
ilize Italian political life. and now I encounter the same sort 
of dirty game emanating from U . S .  political intelligence 
sources. being deployed against the internal political life of 
France.  Therefore. I think it is past time to give up-front 
emphasis to the essential facts exposing the Church Commit-
tee activities as fraudulent in  effect. " , 

He emphasized the case of Italy. " The first thing any sensi
ble individual would do in evaluating Church Committee 
coverage of U .S .  curruption in Italy would be to start from 
the basic hard facts of U . S .  political intelligence operations in 
that country. One should start with the period 1 943-44 . during 
which time Allan Dulles orchestrated a USA takeover of 
former British-dominated intelligence networks in  that war
torn country . Specifically. one would focus on the Dulles
directed "Action Party of Italy" and its offshoots .  From the 
Action Party such leading Dulles-directed figures as R ic
cardo Lombardi turned up as a left-wing leader in the 
Socialist Party. the ubiquitous and largely-U . S . -financed Ugo 
LaMalfa has functioned continuously to this day as the chief 
broker of U . S .  political operations in internal politics of that 
nation and Giorgio Amendola. the c lose Action Party 
collaborator in the Communist Party. rose to his party' s  
leadership i n  the postwar period. Investigations would 
necessarily emphasize the fact that the two Dulles brothers 
of the Sullivan and Cromwell law fir m ,  John Foster and 
Allen. were leading spokesmen of the Rockefeller brothers ' 
faction among political forces of international finance. and 
that. together with Rockefeller ally Gianni Agnelli of the Fiat 
feudalist private financial-industry barony. it is  Rockefeller 
forces who politically control and benefit from all the major 
subversions , dirty tricks and large-scale corruption which 
ha ve occurred in Italy down to the present day. 

"Where does one find an investigation of such important 

facts in the Church Com mittees' work ? We find instead a 
pathetic sideshow issue. the so-called ' Lockheed affair, ' and 
that affair itself i s  presently . chiefly in  a distorted way. only 
touching on the leads to Franz-Josef Strauss and other 
Rockefeller ' Bi lderberger' all ies.  which if  pursued might 
lead to significant pay-dirt. Worse.  we find the whole dis

torted Church Committe� release being conduited into the 

hands of G ianni Agnelli and Ugo LaMalfa, for misleading 
s lander campaigns against the opponents of a Schachtian 
�heme for looting Itlily by the chief New York banking inter
ests . "  

LaRouche turned to France.  " Now, In France ,  where the 
Gaullists function as the chief Western E uropean voice of 
combined French, Italian. German and other opposition to 
Henry Kissinger 's  crazy schemes and William Simon's 
Schachtian ' safety net' chimera. the same antics are being 
unleashed . "  

Background Facts 
LaRouche emphasized : " The cases of the fake ' ex-CIA' 

agents Victor Marchetti and Philip Agee, and the dishonest 
effects of the Church Committee reports have a common 
feature . Once that point is understood, the nature of the 
hoaxes becomes clearer. 

" Various factions in the U . S . A .  have been agreed for some 
time on the objective of downgrading the 'covert dirty tricks' 
activities of the CIA, in favor of restricting the CIA to intel
ligence functions and of transferring the dirty tricks to other 
' covert operations . ' Under . the new arrangement, the dirty 
work would be done by non-CIA,  official National Security 
agenc ies.  by cooperating NATO intelligence agencies , and by 
an assortment of other cooperating governmental and 
private forces from several countries . 

. ' This operation began going into effect under James Schle
singer's  tenure as CIA chief. Now. toward the end of 1975 and 
during 1 976 .  it i s  pure confidence man's sleight-of-hand to 
l imit  investigations of dirty tricks to asking whether the CIA 
did or did not do this or that foul deed. I f  the answer is  'No, ' 
then we are expected to assume that no USA involvement in 
dirty tricks existed ; the argument is j ust as valid as that of 
arguing that since it has been established that a man did not 
ride in an Edsel or Pierce-Arrow.  he could not possibly have 
taken an automobile trip. This analogy is  selected to empha
size the point that a few Edsels and even perhaps Pierce
Arrows are still being operated, j ust as the CIA may still pop 
up here or there in some dirty tricks operation s . "  

LaRouche detailed a few points concerning current opera
tions .  " I f  the dirty tricks operation is  international in scope, 
one starts with the National Security Council ,  with special 
attention to the NSC's  subsidiary Special Action Group.  In
terpol .  NATO intelligence and so forth will frequently con
duct the operation, with U . S .  operatives either as supercargo 
in the background or as technicians for some part of the job . 
In the USA.  the NSC dirty tricks wil l  usually occur through 
the illegal or quasi- legal operations of the U . S .  Department of 
Justice,  the Treasury's  Alcohol ,  Tobacco and F irearms Divi
sion. state police agencies.  and F ederally-coordinated 
speci a l  units of local police agencies.  

" Pri vate agencies are among the most important arms of 
the overall dirty tricks apparatus nationally and internation
ally.  These include the I BM-affiliated International Associ
ation of Chiefs of Police. which has made anti-Labor Party 
operations a principal agenda-ite m .  This l inks through the 
massive private security forces (p lant guards,  and so forth) ,  
international and national trade-union organizations and 
certa in parts of the apparatus of the international social
democracy. all of which are de facto agencies of the CIA in 



the past and of the U.S .  National Security Council today . 
"If  that can of worms is not opened to public scrutiny. any 

so-called investigation of dirty tricks operations is an utter 
fraud . "  

T o  i llustrate his point. LaRouche emphasized his own 
direct experience with operations against him and his organ
ization conduited through left·cover conduits . "We have been 
subjected to CIA and related attacks since the Spring of 1968. 
at which time Mark Rudd and his later Weatherman crazies 
were funded against us by the Ford Foundation under the 
direction of internationally-linked CIA and CIA-related 
operations. The so-called Liberation News Service was. like 
Rudd. one of the CIA conduits which surfaced during that 
same period. and which has been consistently deployed 
against us since that time. 

"Our first directly international experience with the CIA 
operations against us occurred during late 1970 and early 
1971 .  The self-styled Maoist Liberation group of Paris was 
created as an integral part of an operation overlapping direct 
CIA and related operations against us at that time. 

" From that time to the present. the center of left-cover 
international operations against us has been provided by 
RAND Corporation-associated operations linked with Noan 
Chomsky and others around Boston. and with the network 
grouped under British-German operative R ichard lowen
thal. a USA-British-NATO intelligence interface with bases 
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in Paris .  Scandinavia and, West Germany. This ove.rlaps the 
Germany-connected network which created such U.S .  agents 
as the Communist Party USA's Angela Davis. Amadeo 
Richardson. and Ron Tyson. Both Richardson and Tyson 
were recruited in West Germany. Tyson by one of the CIA 
agents otherwise directly assigned against us . This network 
controls key cells within various Communist parties. notably 
in Scandinavia. West Germany and the USA. and large parts 
of the Maoist and Trotskyist organization's leadership. 
Ernest Mandel of the so-called Fourth International, is a 
correlated figure in CIA and related operations against the · 
Labor Committees since 1970. and in addition to controlling 
the Trotskyist movement for the CIA and allied agencies, 
shares with SPD agent Count Peter vonOertzen · and other 
former sub-operatives of Richard Lowenthal the respon
sibility for developing several of the major Maoist 
organizations . 

" Lowenthal is a pre-war associate of. U .S .  long-standing 
political intelligence operative Sidney Hook. and Lowenthal's 
operations intersect many of the activities to which Hook is 
connected. such as the penetration and . takeover of the 
CPUSA leadership . "  

"That ."  LaRouche emphasized. "only i llustrates the ugly 
underworld of psychopathic personalities and low
concentration-span semi-psychotics  who make up the nasty 
reality the Church Committee omitted to expose. I I  
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